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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR VENDORS AND PURCHASERS
11.3
1.

DELIVERY & COLLECTION OF LOTS: The saleground will be open for reception and collection of lots as follows:(i)
Reception:
Friday/Saturday
8.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.
Monday/Tuesday
7.00 a.m. – 7.00 p.m.
Day of Sale
7.00 a.m. – 8.30 a.m. (N.B. Strictly no acceptance of Lots after
8.30 am on sale day.)
(ii)
Collection:
Day of sale
until 7.00 p.m.
Thursday & Friday
7.00 a.m. – 7.00 p.m.
Saturday
7.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m.
Monday to Friday
8.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.

2.

ELECTRICAL ITEMS:
● All electrical items must have a current electricians safety certificate before they can be offered for sale.
● An electrical safety testing service will be available at the saleground on the morning of the sale between 8am and
9am. The cost of the service is £2 plus VAT per item tested.

3.

DELIVERY & REMOVAL OF LOTS:
● Saleground opening times for delivery of lots are set out on the entry forms and in the catalogues.
● Any lots delivered on sale day must be unloaded and placed on their lot numbers by 8.30 am.
● The main entrance area to the salefield, together with the loading ramp, will be closed for vehicles between 9am
and 3pm.
● Restrictions will apply to fork lift loading services on sale days until after 3pm to maintain safe loading practices.
● Use of the loading ramp will not be available until after 3 pm.

4.

5.

LOADING/UNLOADING SERVICES: A fork lift is available free of charge to assist with the loading/unloading of lots
and a loading ramp is also available. These facilities are provided entirely at the risk of the Vendor of Purchaser who
must be responsible for supervision and the Auctioneers accept no liability whatsoever. Loading will only be
undertaken in daylight hours for safety reasons.
PTOs, DOCUMENTS, KEYS & MANUALS:
Vendors: These must all be handed in to the site office for safe keeping on delivery of the lot to the saleground.
Purchasers:If any of these are held at the site office it will be announced by the Auctioneer at the time of sale.

6.

VENDORS RISKS: All lots are accepted and remain on the saleground entirely at the vendors risk. No liability is
accepted for loss or damage whatsoever unless the vendor has completed and agreed to the insurance provisions as
set out on the machinery sale entry form.

7.

PURCHASERS RISKS: On the fall of the hammer all lots remain on the saleground entirely at the purchasers risk. No
liability is accepted for loss or damage whatsoever.
Temporary compounds are located at all 3 salefield exit gates where small items can be handed in for safe
keeping until a receipted invoice is obtained.

8.

SECURITY: To assist with the security of lots whilst remaining on the saleground, security guards will be on duty
during the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights of the sale week.

9.

VALUE ADDED TAX: VAT at the standard rate will be charged on all lots except those marked by an asterisk in the
catalogue.

10.

VIEWING: The saleground is open for viewing on the Tuesday prior to sale day until 7 p.m. and morning of sale from
8.30 a.m.

11.

PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS:
All lots must BE PAID FOR ON THE DAY OF THE SALE and before removal from the saleground. Payment can be
made by cash, cheque or card subject to the following:-

11.1

Cheque payments from purchasers who are unknown to the Auctioneers must make one of the following
arrangements BEFORE THE DAY OF THE SALE:
Provide a letter from your Bank addressed to York Machinery Sales confirming the amount up to which cheques can be
accepted. The letter should include your account name and number and an authorised bank signature. This letter
should be given to our cashiers at the time of payment.
Inform your own Bank that you wish to pay by cheque, stating the maximum amount you are likely to spend and ask for
them to instruct our bankers by fax that it will be in order to accept your cheque. Our bank details are available upon
request.
Arrange with your Bank Manager for the issue of a guaranteed cheque or bankers draft to be
brought with you.
Credit Card and Debit Card payments can be made by VISA, DELTA and SWITCH only. A
SURCHARGE OF 2% plus VAT is payable on the total purchase price on all Credit Card transactions.

a)
b)
c)
11.2
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11.4

Cash Payments: In order to comply with the Money Laundering Regulations 2003, we are no longer able to
accept cash payments for sums in excess of £7,500. This includes single payments and multiple payments
amounting to this sum.
Inter Bank Transfers: Please ask our accounts department for details.

HEALTH & SAFETY NOTICES
Do not stand or walk on any of the lots on the salefield. Use care when
examining lots as they may become unstable or move thereby causing injury to
the individual or bystanders.
Potential purchasers must satisfy themselves that tractors or any other engine
driven lot is safe to start and complies with current Health and Safety
Regulations. Before starting any tractor or engine driven lot the operator must
check that::

●
●
●
●

It is safe to start the engine
The surrounding area is free from bystanders
Gears and hydraulics are disengaged
If starting a tractor across the solenoid, 2 people are present, 1
in the driving seat having control of the clutch and brakes and
that the tractor is in neutral

Please drive around the saleground slowly and sensibly at all times, be aware of
pedestrians and observe the 10 mph speed limit.
FARM SAFETY REGULATIONS
THE ATTENTION OF PURCHASERS
of Agricultural Tractors & Machinery is drawn to the provision of the
HEALTH & SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974,
the AGRICULTURE (FIELD MACHINERY) REGULATIONS 1962,
AGRICULTURAL (TRACTOR CABS) REGULATIONS 1974
AND
ALL OTHER ACTS & REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO FARM SAFETY.
Purchasers are reminded of the provisions of the above Acts regarding the
safety guarding of Machinery and implements and that some of the machinery
sold at this sale may not immediately comply with the Regulations issued there
under. It is an offence to use any machinery which does not comply with the
Regulations laid down in the Acts and Regulations and accordingly it is a
Condition of the Contact of Sale relating to the use of such machines and
implements as shall be purchased must comply with the above regulations
before use.
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SALE DAY TRAFFIC
There is always a traffic congestion problem with the volume of vehicles leaving
site between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Please note there is an easy alternative by leaving our sale ground via the
bottom entrance and turning left onto Murton Lane. Take the first turn left as
you get to Murton village and then follow the road round which will take you up
to a set of traffic lights by B & Q. Turn left and this will then take you directly to
the other side of the main roundabout over the A64 next to our site.
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SCHEDULE OF AUCTIONS
& STARTING TIMES
AUCTION 1 WILL COMMENCE AT 10.00 a.m.
WITH BUILDING MATERIALS
AUCTION 1a WILL COMMENCE AT 2.00 p.m.
WITH BUILDINGS, GENERATORS, SAW BENCHES
& CEMENT MIXERS
AUCTION 2 WILL COMMENCE AT 10.15 a.m.
WITH MISCELLANEOUS FARMYARD EQUIPMENT
AUCTION 3 WILL COMMENCE AT 10.15 a.m.
WITH MACHINERY SPARES, WHEELS & TYRES
HORTICULTURAL AUCTION AT 10.00 a.m.
WITH TREES, SHRUBS & BULBS
AUCTION 4 WILL COMMENCE AT 10.00 a.m.
WITH GARDEN EQUIPMENT & SMALL TOOLS
AUCTION 4a WILL COMMENCE AT 1:00 p.m.
WITH LAWN MOWERS & ROTAVATORS
AUCTION 5 WILL COMMENCE AT 10.30 a.m.
WITH HEDGERS, LOADERS, BUCKETS
& LIVESTOCK REQUISITES
AUCTION 6 WILL COMMENCE AT 10.30 a.m.
WITH IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY & TRAILERS
AUCTION 7 WILL COMMENCE AT 2.00 p.m.
WITH TRACTORS, FORK LIFTS & VEHICLES
AUCTION 8 WILL COMMENCE AT 4.00 p.m.
4 X 4 VEHICLES
(through the covered Ebor Sale ring)

Purchases please note:
Payment by DEBIT CARD or CREDIT CARD
is accepted here at York Auction Centre

Debit Card—no charge
Credit Card—2% + VAT surcharge
3
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Items market with an * are NOT SUBJECT TO VAT
AUCTION 1 AT 10.00AM
TIMBER & BUILDING MATERIALS
1-200
201
202
206
207-216
217
218
219
* 220-224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232-233
234
235
236-240
241
242-371
* 372
* 373
374-378
379-380
381
382-383
384
385-386
* 387-389
* 390
* 391
* 392
* 393
394-395
* 396
* 397
* 398
* 399
* 400
* 401
* 402
* 403
* 404-406
* 407

Timber
Drainage tube in roll
Drainage junctions
2 studded water tanks
10 box profile sheets
Pallet of used sheets
Pack of timber
Quantity of box profile sheets
Timber
Log burner
Quantity of builders safety air bags
Quantity of builders safety nets
Stillage of assorted scaffold tubes
Pack of 16 x 12ft timbers
Pack of 16 x 14ft timbers
15ft roller shutter door, gwo
10 railway sleepers
Tin sheets
Glass for slate roof 34"x43"x3/4"
Timber
Concrete blocks
Pack of joists, spars, boards
6 perspex roofing sheets
Bag of 6" plastic spouting brackets
5 glassonite sheets 8'x4'x1"
10 lining sheets 8'x4'x0.25"
10 lining sheets 8'x2'x0.25"
8 Wisa board 8'x2'x1.25"
5 Wisa board 8'x4'x1.25"
5 Wisa board 10'x4'x1.25"
3 builders trestles
2 builders trestles
2 catnic lintels 1500mm
2 crates of double Roman tiles
Box metal
Sink & door with painted glass
8 mezzanine flooring sections 7'7" by 3'2"
Mezzanine flooring 3'2" x 3'2"
6" plastic drain fittings
Fire door & glazed interior door
8x6 shed
3 security fence sections
2 safety harnesses
Steel joist 7'x5"x5"
Coil of drainage pipe
10 drainage arcos
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* 408 Coil of water pipe
* 409-410 Manhole & lid
* 411-412 Inspection manhole
* 413-415 10 drainage fittings
* 416-417 Inspection manhole
* 418-419 Manhole & lid
* 420-421 Inspection manhole
* 422-424 Drainage fittings
* 425 8x4 ply boards
* 426 14 lengths of timber
* 427-428 Steel girder
* 429 Drain fittings
* 430 Acro props
* 431 12 timbers 9'3", 10-12ft
* 432 20 S/H 10ft zinc sheets
* 433 9 x 6ft galvanised sheet metal ridges
* 434 10 ply wood sheets 8x4
* 435-437 10 insulation boards 8x4
* 438-440 Catnic lintel
* 441-442 UPVC window
* 443 Roll of builders hessian
* 444 Roof light window
* 445 Quantity of wooden fencing & door
446-451 Pallet of unused outdoor mats
* 452 Dressed oak beam
* 453 Dressed curved oak beam
* 454 Heap of internal doors
* 455 10 x 10ft sheets
* 456 3 boards 8'x4'
* 457 Guttering brackets
* 458 10 plastic pipes
* 459 2 boxes of timber connectors
* 460 Pair of old internal doors
* 461 12 x 400mm sq. plastic inspection covers with 12 plastic rings
* 462 Roll of 50m new gas pipe
* 463 10 x 400mm sq. plastic inspection covers
* 464-465 Acrow props
* 466 Tool box
* 467-469 Mixed paint
* 470 Vokera LPG gas high capacity hot water boiler, RRP 650, as new, can
be converted to natural gas
* 471 Pallet of bricks
* 472 Pallet of facing bricks
* 473 UPVC door
* 474 Roof sheets
* 475 Roll of galvanised wire mesh
* 476 Quantity of oak blocks
* 477 Quantity of rain water fittings
* 478 Quantity of timber
* 479 Quantity of builders additives
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* 480
* 481
* 482-486
* 487
* 488
489-493
* 494
* 495-496
* 497-498
* 499
* 500
* 501
* 502
* 503
* 504
* 505
* 506
* 507
* 508
* 509
* 510
* 511
* 512
* 513
* 514
* 515
* 516
* 517
518-520
521-523
524
525-526
527-529
530
531
532-546
547
548
549
550
551-555
556-557
558
559
560
561
562
563

Pair of builders extension props
5 galvanised grids
Pair of metal Crital windows in frames
8 street flags, 3x2
Quantity of cast iron drainage pipes
Quantity of girders & box section
Quantity of steel plates
Quantity of girders & box section
2 wooden glazed French doors
Approx 60 hardwood glazing beads
Quantity of staircase parts
Quantity of 1.5"x4" rough sawn softwood
Pallet of slate
2 cast iron manhole lids
8 rolls of roof felt
Large manhole lid
18 internal doors
10 lengths of 12'x1" box section
2 large wooden beams
4 rubber track mats
5 wide pine boards
Quantity of wavy edged hardwood slabs
Pack of tanalised feather edge boards
Pallet of 200+ 2.5" clamp bricks
Cast iron soil pipe
Cast iron fall pipe
Pallet of clamp bricks
Strong steel fire escape steps approx 3.3mx1m, 2.5m high, good for
internal or external barn access
25 rolls of torch on mineral
25 rolls of mixed shed felt
Wooden stair case
8 x 2" box section steel
15 x 2" angle iron
5 pallets of roof tiles
2 pallets of roof tiles
20 tin sheets
2 acrow props
6 packs of timber skids
Roll of heavy duty rubber
8 Sheets of concrete reinforcing steel plus supports 2400mm x
2400mm
8 Railway sleepers
5 bundles of roof lats 4.2m
Quantity of various timber
Quantity of box profile roof sheets
Quantity of 6m purple plastic ducting
Quantity of 6m green plastic ducting
Quantity of alkathene water pipes
Pine beam 18'x8"x4"
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564
565-566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573-577
578
579

Quantity of cast iron guttering
4 cast iron manhole manhole covers
4 timbers 15'x9"x3"
Quantity of roof ridges
12 paving flags 2'x2'
16 paving flags 2'x2'
12 paving flags 2'x18"
28 paving flags 2'x1'
10 road kerbs
Crate of Burlington slates
25 steel mezzanine 6x 2300 upright fire coated 1hr, 16 floor sections,
3 I beams approx 35sq.m. fixings
580 17 long box profile insulated sheets
581 11 x 18ft long box profile insulated sheets
582 15 x 11-13ft long box profile insulated sheets
583-586 Approx 250 roof slates
587-588 Quantity of bricks
589 2 RSJ's 19'6" long 6" x 3.5"
590 12 x 6’ft approx box profile sheets
* 591 Roll of black mesh
* 592 2 rolls of builders mesh
* 593 4 galvanised 7ft poles
* 594 2 slabs of chestnut wood approx 6ft long
595 10 steel gutters
596 5 steel gutters
597 5 steel sections for lathe work
* 598-600 3 rolls of breathable felt
* 601 UPVC front door
* 602 Internal window
603 6 drain gullies
* 604 2 joiners wooden trestles
* 605 Roll of black plastic drainage pipe
* 606-607 Pallet of used black roof slates
* 608 Pallet of Metrolite Europe roof tiles
* 609 20 assorted joist hangers
* 610 12 plastic pipe connectors
* 611 8 x 11ft used corrugated roof sheets
* 612-614 4 used builders trestles
* 615-618 4 drawer filing cabinet
* 619 3 drawer filing cabinet
* 620-622 Steel storage cabinet
* 623 4 approx 10ft telegraph posts
* 624 10 x 13ft new unbanded scaffold boards
* 625 6 new treated wooden 8ft sleepers
* 626 14 timbers 32mmx90mmx3.9m
* 627 50 timbers 16mmx30mmx4.2m
* 628-630 12 timbers 34mmx58mmx4.8m
* 631-634 Mixed MDF sheets
* 635-636 Mixed laminated wood sheets
637 Farm 2000 biomass boiler
* 638 Steel RSJ 6"x5"
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* 639
* 640
* 641
* 642
* 643
* 644
* 645
* 646
* 647
* 648
* 649
* 650
* 651-652
* 653-655
656
657
658
659
660-661
* 662
* 663
* 664
* 665
666
* 667-668
* 669
* 670
* 671
* 672
* 673
674-675
* 676

Steel box section 4"x4"
Steel lintel
UPVC door with frame
Rayburn, oil fired
Garage door mechanism
Wood burning stove with back boiler
Quantity of Perspex roofing sheets
20 soakaway grates
Road gulley & grate
2 block pave manhole lids
3 bundles of 25mmx25mm lats
2 wooden doors 6'x10'
Stable door
Pallet of insulation sheets
Pallet of galvanised barrier
Pallet of roofing felt
8 concrete railway sleepers
Pressure vessel to work alongside immersion tanks
Smartline immersion tank, stainless steel, no anode protection
needed, 50mm rigid polyurethane insulation 146x178cm
64 sheets of 22mm chipboard flooring
8 wooden windows including glass
52 x 6ft clay pipes
50 x 6ft collars for 6ft pipes
Bag of various MDPE water pipe fittings
Oak beam 6ft approx
Oak beam 12' approx
Roll of 2" water pipe
2 window sills
Door lintel
2 drain gullies
5 telegraph poles
Tiger wood burner vgc
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AUCTION 1A AT 2PM
DIESEL TANKS
* 701
* 702
* 703
704
* 705
* 706
* 707
* 708-710
711
* 712
* 713
* 714
715
716
717
718-719
720
* 721
722
* 723-726
727
728
729
730
* 731
* 732

BUILDINGS
741 Large steel building
* 751
752
753
* 754-756
* 757
758
759
765
766
767
* 768
* 769
* 770
771
* 772
* 773
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Diesel tank
Oil tanks
2500ltr heating oil tank
Plastic diesel tank
1000ltr bunded fuel tank with 12v pump
1135ltr double bunded oil tank
2000ltr steel bunded fuel tank
Empty IBC container
Large tank
2 IBC tanks
Steel diesel tank 350ltrs 140x130x20cm
Plastic bunded fuel tank approx 2500ltr with pump & hose
Plastic bunded diesel tank
Fuel tank
500 gallon fuel tank & stand
Clean IBC container
6 x 600ltr IBCs including pallets
Water tank with pump
Diesel tank
1000ltr IBC tank
Plastic tank
3 IBC tanks
3 IBCs gc
Diesel tank
Diesel tank with hose/gun
IBC tank used for water only vgc

SITE FENCING
2 Large wrought iron security gates
Pair of steel yard gates & posts
Pair of steel yard gates
6 heavy duty metal bollards
5 heavy duty metal bollards
3 metal parking barriers
Security gate 4'6" x 3'6"
CEMENT MIXERS
2 Belle Minimix 150 cement mixers
Cement mixer 240v gwo
Cement mixer petrol gwo
Electric cement mixer
Cement mixer
Diesel cement mixer
Petrol cement mixer
Belle heavy duty diesel site mixer XT100, approx 2011
Cement mixer with petrol Briggs & Stratton 4hp engine
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LARGE PLANT
781 Concrete hopper
* 782 Concrete skip
* 783 3 phase garage lift wo
784 Scaffolding
785 7.5T skip loader arms
786 Lorry inspection ramp
* 787 Metal working lathe
788-789 Tip skip for forklift
790 Wildcat 3000 series 2-32 scissor lift 26ft working height
791 Quantity of conveyors
792-797 Tipping skip
798 Crane lift tipping skip
* 799 Lighting tower with diesel 110 generator gwo
800 Green machine sweeper
801 Bomag BW75S roller
802-804 Nano electric access platform
* 805 Aluminium scaffold tower
806 Claw grab
807-810 Tipper skip
811 Aluminium scaffold tower
* 812 Large grit bin
* 813 Aluminium scaffold
814 Aluminium scaffold access tower
815 Builders skip to fit forklift
* 816 Scanlift scissor grab for blocks & bricks
817-819 Terex diesel lighting tower
820 Atlas hiab crane
* 821 Heavy duty 1100ltr forklift tipping skip
* 822 Large workshop wood/oil burner
* 823 Metal portaloo
824 Concrete skip
825-827 20 Hi Lo 2Tpallet racking beams
828 8 Hi Lo pallet racking frames 8ft high
829 Warehouse steps approx 10ft high
* 830 2 post hydraulic car lift
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851
* 852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
* 860
861
* 862
* 863
* 864
865

FORESTRY & JOINERY
Hydraulic log splitter
240v sawbench gwo
Exenco wood chipper PTO driven
Liner saw bench, Lister engine
Palax 600 combi log bench, splitter & elevator with 3 point linkage
Hydraulic 3 point linkage log splitter
3 point linkage timber winch, wo
Diesel sawbench
Kellfri timber skidding winch, gwo
Tractor driven sawbench
Petrol sawbench
Liner sawbench
Belt driven sawbench
Circular saw table
Clipper saw bench c/w Honda engine

SMALL PLANT
* 881 Atlas Copreco breaker wo
* 882 10 used road signs
* 883 Hydraulic power pack
* 884 Concrete floor scabbler
* 885 Hydraulic jack hammer with chisel, wo
* 886-887 Pneumatic breaker
* 888 Jet steel band saw
* 889 Car engine hoist
* 890 Beam lifting clamp
* 891 Industrial heavy duty pillar drill single phase
* 892 360 hydraulic power hoist
893 Diesel water pump
* 894 Large Milners security safe with key
* 895 JCB Beaver hydraulic breaker
896 Rapidor hacksaw
897 Water pump with petrol engine
* 898 Tool site safe
* 899-900 Quantity of new industrial racking
* 901 Knuckle-head concrete bull float
902-903 Petrol hydraulic breaker pack JCB
904-907 Petrol engine vibrating plate
908 Petrol water pump
909 Heavy duty metal/cable cropper 3 phase
910 Large pillar drill
911 Hand metal guillotine
912 Mobile diesel hydraulic pack with road breaker
913 DSG lathe, 2145 Manual Plus
914 Industrial pedestal grinder
* 915 Diesel water pump in a cage
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* 941
* 942
* 943
944
945
946
947-950
* 951
952
* 953
* 954
* 955
* 956
* 957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
* 965
* 966
* 967
* 968
* 969
* 970
* 971
972
973
974
* 975
976-977
978
979
980
981
* 982
* 983
* 984
* 985
* 986
987
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GENERATORS & COMPRESSORS
Honda welder generator 4kva
Countryman diesel welder & 3 phase generator, 340 hours, ex Army
Two tool compressor
200ltr air compressor, electric motor faulty
New Hyundai HY1000S generator
New Hyundai HY2000S generator
New Hyundai compressor c/w 5 piece tool kit
3 phase compressor with 200ltr tank
Lister generator
3 phase compressor
Mobile air compressor, wheel missing
Generator
3kva petrol generator
Generator
Petrol generator
Diesel gen-set
Ex Army generator
Road towed Hydrovane diesel air compressor
PTO driven generator on frame c/w switch gear
Honda generator
Petrol generator
Diesel generator
PTO compressor
Sanli petrol generator
Parkside petrol inverter generator
Stephill 6kva diesel generator
Small compressor
Small petrol generator
PTO air compressor
Hyundai DHY8000SE 240v 6kw generator, 2014
7kva generator, Kubota engine, go
Garage compressor
Garage compressor
Mobile diesel compressor on wheels
Diesel compressor on wheels, wo
Diesel generator in cabinet
300kva diesel generator on skids, wo
Diesel generator
Honda petrol generator
Ingersoll Rand screw compressor
3hp single phase compressor
Air compressor
PTO driven compressor
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AUCTION 2 AT 10.15AM (note – inside the market building)
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
1001 Airline splitter
1002 Gas bottle trolley
*1003 2 step ladders
*1004 2 filing cabinets
*1005 Workshop drawers in frame
*1006 Jockey wheel
*1007 Gas water heater
1008 Draper pillar drill
*1009 Metal 32 drawer parts storage unit
*1010 8 metal parts storage trays
*1011 Small lockable metal box
*1012 9 large sockets, 3 reducers, one extension bar
*1013 20 linbins
*1014 Workshop racking
*1015 8 linbins
*1016 Workshop racking
*1017 30 linbins
*1018 Workshop parts unit
*1019 10 linbins
*1020 Workshop racking
*1021 Extendable ladder
1022 Electric drill
1023 Lighting board
1024-1025 Ladder
*1026 TCL 4" angle grinder c/w quantity of discs
*1027 Nutool SDS hammer drill & breaker
*1028 Sack barrow
*1029 2 wheel barrow
1030 Box of plastic end caps & fittings
1031 300 metric countersunk bolts
1032 Box of door furniture & fittings
1033 Box of air fittings & valves
1034 4 door catches
1035 Box of Imperial taps
1036 PTO dyno tester box
1037 ERP Mig welder 180 turbo
*1038 Karcher pressure washer
*1039 Makita breaker
*1040 Clarke 40ltr sandblaster
*1041 Tower crane net
*1042-1043 Adjustable tow ball/bracket
*1044 Pallet truck gwo
*1045 Sack cart
*1046 Heavy duty 4 wheel cart
*1047-1048 Green ammo box
*1049 Strong metal box
*1050 Battery
*1051 110v box
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*1052
*1053
*1054
*1055
*1056
*1057
*1058
*1059
*1060
*1061
*1062
1063
1064-1067
1068-1073
1074
*1075
*1076
*1077
*1078
*1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
*1085
*1086
*1087
*1088
*1089
*1090
*1091
1092
1093
1094-1096
1097
1098-1099
*1100
*1101
*1102
*1103
*1104
*1105
1106
*1107
1108
*1110
*1111
*1112

Vice
Electric wall heater
Box of miscellaneous
Roll belt
4 stone weights
3 pulleys
Vice
2 beacons
Crowbar
Large shelving
2 small shelving
5m 1.5T level hoist
Large wheelie bin
Standard wheelie bin
Wall cabinet
Karcher pressure washer
Iowara multistage water pump
Bird gas banger
Transformer
Engine hoist
Box of workshop tools & jacks
2 boxes of parts & workshop spares
Bag of Case tractor handbooks
Bag of MF 20D tractor handbooks
Bag of Lister engine handbooks
Makita rotary saw 2406
Drainage dumpy level
2 boxes of food grade plastic trays, 472 trays per box, 8"x5"
Roofing ladder
Extending ladder
10 ratchet straps
Turf strap
Single pack industrial paint 20ltr
20ltr Red Oxide
20ltr two pack Epoxy paint grey
15ltr industrial thinners
4 lockers
Small power hacksaw with spare blades
Mobile hand operated pallet lift
Ladder
Nilfisk pressure washer
Battery start charger
Brand new caravan hook up cable, caravan automatic gas
changeover valve
Crate of baler twine
Avery scales
2 welding rods
Filing cabinet
Pallet pump truck
20ltr drum of JCB antifreeze
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*1113 Box of JCB grease
*1114 Britax new LED flashing beacon
*1115 Britax twin rotating beacon gwo
*1116 New green xenon beacon
1117 Karcher HDS-C7- 11 static steam cleaner
1118-1119 Steam cleaner for spares
1120 Sack barrow
1121 Forklift battery charger
1122 Metal grind stone on pedestal
1123 SIP workshop heater
1124 Metal 14" cut off saw
1125-1127 3 mortar bins
1128 Makita 110v router in box
*1129 Quantity of assorted tools
*1130-1132 Chain hoist
*1133 12v motor with gearbox
*1134 Fuel meter, hose & gun
*1135 GS manual mitre saw
*1136 MacAllister 1500w table saw with laser
*1137 Hilka 3T axle stands
*1138 2.25T trolley jack
*1139 Miscellaneous workshop equipment
*1140 Miscellaneous mech tools
*1141 Tow chain
*1142 Makita Dia core drill, tested
*1143-1144 Bosch drill, tested
*1145 Draper Expert drill, tested
*1146 Bosch drill tested
*1147 Air sander, grinder, drill
*1148 Trolley jack
*1149 110v transformer, tested
*1150-1151 Dual voltage generator
*1152 RS PAT tester
*1153-1154 Transformer, 110v
*1155 Bosch jigsaw
*1156 Pallet truck wo
*1157 12/24v battery charger & boost start, wo, tested
*1158 Bosch 110v jig saw wo, tested
*1159 Bosch SDS hammer drill, wo, tested
1160-1229 Power & hand tools, paint etc
*1230 Heavy duty beam trolley
*1231 Box of ratchet straps
*1232 Centre ramp beam hydraulic (hand tool)
*1233 PTO water pump & pipe
*1234 Grease canister
*1235 2 wooden trolleys
*1236 Metal & single wooden ladders
*1237 Painting scaffold tower
*1238 Pair of tall painting trellis steps
1239 2 diesel upright heaters
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1240
1241
1242
*1243
*1244
*1245
*1246
*1247
1248
1249
1250
*1251-1252
1253-1256
1257-1260
*1261
*1262
*1263
*1264
*1265
*1266
*1267
1268
1269
1270-1271
1272-1274
1275
1276
*1277
*1278
*1279-1280
*1281
*1282
*1283
*1284
*1285
*1286
*1287
*1288
*1289
*1290
*1291
*1292
*1293
*1294
*1295
*1296
*1297
*1298
*1299
1300

Salamanda oil heater
Steel trolley
Double wheeled wheelbarrow
Boxes of sanding discs, pads & belts
Heap of circular saw blades
Boxes of nails for coil nailer
Boxes of wood screws
Box of barrow wheels, tyres & tubes
Diesel delivery hose & meter
Heavy duty builders workbench
2 teak topped workbenches
Saw blade
4 x 25ltr plastic drums
2 x 250w/240v flood lights
Galvanised coal bin
Karcher steam cleaner
Galvanised bin
7.5hp 3 phase electric motor
ERP Mig 180 turbo welder
Single phase electric motor
Bocsh electric jack hammer
Metal bench with vice
Assorted tools & spanners etc
Tanton Tomahawk gas banger, wo
3 x 40 gallon red floor paint
3 x 5 gallon yellow floor paint
Electric chop saw
Industrial 110v hoover
Transformer 110v
110v industrial heater
110v transformer
Toolbox
110v transformer
2 new snow shovels
Box of spanners
110v transformer
2 new snow shovels
45 gallon drum barrow
Mobile work bench
25 Stihl saw blades
2 new snow shovels
110v transformer
Tool cabinet
110v transformer
Pallet truck good order
Ladder stay gwo
Snap On blue point air ratchet gwo
4" diamond topped masonry hole cutter gwo
Hand oil pump dispenser for 205ltr or 50 gallon oil drum gwo
Workshop heater gwo
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*1301-1304
*1305-1308
*1309-1311
*1312-1313
*1314
1315
1316-1317
1318-1325
*1326
*1327
*1328
*1329
*1330
*1331
*1332
*1333
*1334
*1335
*1336-1339
*1340
*1341
*1342
*1343
*1344
*1345
*1346
*1347
*1348
1349
*1350
*1351
*1352
*1353
*1354
*1355
*1356
1357-1358
1359
*1360
1361
1362
*1363-1366
*1367
*1368
*1369
*1370
*1371
*1372
*1373
*1374

Wheelbarrow
Coal tar creosote
Aluminium wheelie bin
Aluminium bin
Large tapered drills & reamers
Box of 12 spray cleaner
2 PVC tarpaulin sheets 29'x16'
2 PVC tarpaulin sheets 25'x16'
Tyre re-cutter
Air jack
Clay pigeon traps
Box of tools
Wheelbarrow
Lifting chains
Oil measure funnels
Mirrors
Quantity of lifting slings
Quantity of large spanners
Shackles
Quantity of steel brick ties
Quantity of lifting slings
Quantity of ratchet straps
Quantity of 6" nails
Tool box & tools
Hosepipe
Quantity of nuts & bolts
Quantity of lifting eyes
Quantity of lifting slings
Workshop gas single phase heater
Set of 24ft ladders
Large lifting chain
Sealey cordless impact wrench
12v fuel transfer pump
DIY retail trolley
Calor gas space heater
Garage wheel aligning tool
56lb weight
Vintage weight
Box of new LED spotlights
Stihl pressure washer
Selection of lifting chains
Metal trolley on castors for moving machinery
Iron & wood porters trolley
2 large commercial axle stands
Post hole scissors
Metal work bench
Timber work bench
Box of 5 ammunition boxes
Box of various, fan heater etc
2 boxes of electric fittings, tools etc
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*1375
*1376
*1377
*1378
*1379
*1380
*1381
1382
1383
1384
1385-1386
*1387
*1388-1389
*1390-1394
*1395-1396
*1397
*1398
*1399
*1400
*1401
*1402
*1403
*1404
*1405
*1406
*1407
*1408
*1409
1410
*1411
*1412
*1413-1415
*1416
*1417
*1418
*1419
*1420
*1421
*1422
*1423
*1424
*1425
*1426
*1427
*1428
*1429
*1430
*1431
*1432
*1433

3 heavy duty hasps
Industrial blower
2 small bench vices
Ratchet straps & jockey wheel in box
Makita folding work table
300mm 110/240v Scheppach site saw with transformer
Heavy duty Dewalt portable thickness planer DW733, 230v
Wheelbarrow
Wooden ladder
Knapsack sprayer
Brand new battery
Steel workbench
4 leg industrial chains
Box of nails
New battery
Mig welder 210 turbo gwo
Miscellaneous
2T trolley jack low profile gwo
Workshop stand
Workshop tools
Workshop or lambing 24v rechargeable lamp
Aluminium triple ladder
2 Bullfinch workshop heaters
20ft aluminium pole ladder
Jet wash
Hand pallet truck
Roll of 3 phase electric extension cable
Box of miscellaneous
Hand push forklift pallet barrow
Draining rods
Single ladder, fire extinguisher, high pressure hose
Box of tools
Tec screws
Roofing nails
Heavy duty towing chain
Workshop spares etc
2 gate lights
Dewalt impact drill
45 gallon barrel trolley
Hydraulic hand pump
Deborah single phase MIG welder
Portable trolley
Heavy duty pneumatic air drill
New 1" diaphragm air pump
Variable speed gearbox with motor
Assortment of burning guns
Assortment of farrier tools
0.5" air impact gun
Air powered grinder
Bench top guillotine
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*1434
*1435
*1436
*1437
*1438
*1439
1440
1441
*1442
*1443
1444
1445
1446
*1447
*1448
*1449
*1450
*1451
*1452
*1453
*1454
*1455
*1456-1461
*1462-1467
1468-1469
*1470
*1471
1472-1474
1475
1476
1477
*1478
1479
*1480

Central heating pressure pump
Stainless steel cycle rack
Old vice
Vintage wind up sack barrow
Bag of tools
Ramseys triple extension aluminium ladders
Chemsafe
Steel storage bin
Single phase arc welder, sold as seen
Steam cleaner
Steel work bench with Record vice
Steel bench & vice
10 various sized air rams
30 gallon oil drain tank with auto drain
25 gallon oil drain tank with auto drain
Air grease gun on barrow with grease barrel
Record no 5BE woodworkers vice
Kelsar Euro bar with 4 spot lights
10T commercial pit jack, air operated
12T commercial pit jack, air operated
Single phase steam cleaner
Hand pallet truck
Lifting chains
Lifting straps
45 gallon drum lifters
Steam cleaner
Electric Karcher pressure washer & lance
Box of various bolts
One large pack of kindling/swede nets
Quantity of antique horse tack
Quantity of antique farm forks
Heavy duty socket set
2 welding rods
Clarke start charger
AUCTION 3 AT 10.15AM
MACHINERY SPARES

*1601
*1602
1603
*1604
*1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
1610
1611
1612
1613

Electric motor
Flexi exhaust pipe
Lemken plough press arm
3 cylinder Kubota engine, gwo
Hydraulic spool valve
10 Case weights
Lemken press ring
McCormick front tombstone
Pair of livestock trailer gates
Wagon tail lift to suit 7.5T etc
Lemken plough wheel & hub 7.5/10
Tractor trailer shoe
Manitou bracket
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1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620-1622
1623
1624
1625
1626-1635
*1636
1637
1638
1639
1640-1641
1642
1643-1644
*1645
*1646
*1647
*1648
*1649
*1650
*1651
*1652
1653
1654
*1655
*1656-1657
*1658
*1659
*1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
1666
1667
1668
1669-1670
1671
1672-1673
1674-1678
1679
*1680
*1681
*1682
*1683

Lemken plough bodies
Platform
Dowdeswell mould boards
Lemken plough wheel
Farmforce front brackets
Brackets
Valtra pickup hitch
McCormick pickup hitch
Ransome VCN plough points
Cultivator points
Vintage tractor spares
Box of spares, mainly Massey
Combine side knife
1.1hp single phase motor, gwo
1hp fan blower gwo
Miscellaneous agricultural parts
Ferguson TE20 80mm engine liners & piston set
Various classic tractor spares
Brand new machine pump
Box of Ford Transit spares
New tractor seat
MAG 4 stroke engine, runs very well
Towbar off 4x4 pickup
Heap of assorted exhausts/cats
Plough spares
Transit Connect cage bulkhead
JCB quick hitch
Claas front tractor weights, full set
Box of new spares for Fordson Major, Case skidsteer & Ferguson
Vintage tractor parts
Ransome plough spares
Briggs & Stratton petrol engine
Farm spares
McCormick filters etc
Quantity of filters
10 Ransome plough wings
10 Ransome plough shins
10 Bomford Super Flow drag points
Deutz tractor exhaust & manifold assembly
New pick up hitch assembly for Deutz tractor
Crate of Deutz combine spares
Box of cultivation points
Wagon exhaust
Wheel clamps
PTO shaft
Tow ball on 3 point linkage
Loader bracket
Mesh bulkhead combo van
2 trailer axle ends gwo
50mm trailer hitch gwo
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1684
1685
1686
1687-1691
1692-1695
1696
1697-1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
*1735
1736-1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
*1752
1753
1754
*1755
*1756
*1757-1762
*1763
*1764
*1765
*1766
*1767
1768-1769
*1770
1771-1780
*1781
*1782
1783
1784
1785-1789
1790

2 new suspension legs for Landrover
2 hydraulic rams
Corn auger spares
Farm spares
Massey Ferguson cab
Tractor spares
Tractor spares
Lely Optimo mower spares
Ford tractor weights with carrier
2 depth wheels for McConnell Shakerator
Crumbler for Lemken furrow press
Trailer tail gate
Jacking beam for vehicle ramp
Euro adapter plate for front loader
D.Hollandia truck tail lift, 2008
Tractor drawbar
Compact tractor cab suit Kubota or similar
Tractor & machinery spares
Conveyor belting 600 wide
Conveyor belting 1080 wide
Conveyor belting 540 wide
Conveyor belting 870 wide
Conveyor belting 750 wide
Conveyor belting 1000 wide
Conveyor belting 550 wide
Conveyor belting 430 wide
Conveyor belting 1000mmx9m
Conveyor belting 1350mmx9m
Conveyor belting 1200 wide
Conveyor belting 1400mmx30mmx6m
Hydraulic pipe fittings
12 New Holland 40kg weights
New Holland front turnstone
Briggs & Stratton engine spares
Tractor link
Spares
Truckman top to fit older pickup
Vintage screw jack
JCB forklift pick up hitch
Tipping trailer ram
Vintage PTO flat belt pulley
Bag of trailer lenses
Reliant Robin engine parts
Various tractor parts
3 cylinder diesel engine
Trailer jack
Tool carrier (drawbar only)
Perkins 6354 engine
Farm spares
8 Simba Express legs
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*1791 Landrover chrome bumper & A-bar with rear bumperette
*1792 6'6" 3T aluminium plant ramps
1793 Quantity of shelving/racking
1794 Trailer hitch
1795 Loader rams
*1796 Quantity of old motor bike parts & spares
1797 Twin cylinder diesel engine
1798 Large turbo
1799 Plough press arm
*1800 Exhaust fume extractor with retractable hose reel
*1801 Pair of tall reach axle stands
*1802 2 x 50mm ball trailer tow hitches with brake mechanism
*1803 New Iveco 75E15 front grille
1804-1805 Pair of tractor wheel weights
*1806 Pair of side steps
1807-1811 Farm spares
*1812 Refurbished tyre lift, new ram
*1813 Roll bar for Zetor 3011-4011 series
*1814 Roll bar for MF TEF 20-35-Dexta
*1815 2 rear MF 35 wheel weights
*1816 2 front wheel weights for MF 35 etc
*1817 Drawbar for Zetor 6711 etc
*1818 Ford Galaxy R-reg 2ltr petrol full exhaust system
1819 Slurry pipe
1820 Set of 10 New Holland 40kg front weights
1821 JD base weight
*1822 Toyota Hilux Truckman canopy top
*1823 2 John Deere front fenders
1824 3 tractor front weights
1825 10 Massey Ferguson 45kg front tractor weights
1826 10 John Deere front tractor weights
1827 John Deere tractor weight
1828 Isuzu pickup rear tub & tailgate
1829 Trailer coupling
1830 Tractor A frame
1831 Digger quick hitch
1832 Ifor Williams 8ft ramps
1843-1852 Spares
1853 Twin cylinder 5T2 engine, Lister electric start, hydraulic
1854 6 cylinder Ford engine/gearbox
1855 4 cylinder Perkins engine ex combine gwo
1856 Large hydraulic sprayer with diesel engine
1857-1876 Spares
1877 John Deere toolbox
1878 Ford County long drawbar
1879 Box of Ferguson parts
1880 Box of workshop spares
1881 Box of Ferguson plough parts
1882 Pair of MF foot rests
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1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
*1896
1897
*1898
*1899
*1900
*1901
*1902
*1903
*1904
*1905
*1906
*1907-1908
*1909
*1910
*1911
*1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918-1919
*1920
*1921
*1922
*1923
*1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
*1931
1932
*1933

Set of MF 9 hole bar & stays
2 Ferguson T20 top links
Pair of T20 stays
Pair of MF35 lift arms & level box
Ford rim & centre 13/6/28
MF65 T-bar & 2 stays for pick up hitch
Ferguson T20 Conti thick wheel centre
2 MF65 toplinks
Ford 4000 swinging drawbar
Quantity of Ferguson plough legs & spares
Pair of T20 front axle legs
Ford Dexta 9 hole bar
2 MF35 drawbar stays
Lorry toolbox
Farm spares
Landrover 90 Ifor Williams canopy
Nissan Navara Truckman type canopy in grey, 2010
4 plastic trailer mudguards
1 man vehicle towing A-frame, as new
10 David Brown 1390 parts
2 trailer ramps
4 hydraulic pumps
3 phase motor
New Holland pickup hitch
6 electrical motors
Mini Moto, spares or repair
2 boxes of JCB filters
Slide out van vice
JCB 801 mini digger cab
Miscellaneous plough parts
5 left & 5 right Dowdeswell plough wings
Set of Ransome plough trashboards, 5F plough
Dowdeswell plough rear furrow
Iveco 4 cylinder engine/gearbox
Petrol engine
Nissan Micra engine
Berlingo 1.9 diesel engine gwo
2 trailer side doors
Van storage shelving system with key
Hydraulic front linkage
4 new pigtail tines
Roll of suction hose
Various lengths of 4" suction hose
Various lengths of 2" suction hose
Box of filters
Agricultural spares
Roof rack for Landrover
Ifor Williams trailer ramps
Tractor jack
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*1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
*1940
1941
1942-1943
1944
1945
1946-1947
1948
*1949

3" irrigation changeover valve
10 plastic mudguards for JCB etc
Metal lorry fuel tank
Alloy storage box for pickup truck
New alloy lorry storage box
Run up ramp
Manitou loader brackets, removed from Cherry Products bale grab
John Deere front weights
2 axle stands
Pair of aluminium ramps
Fastrac drawbar
Quantity of wheel chocks
2 PTO shafts
Pair of steel ramps 9'x2' very strong

WHEELS & TYRES
2001 4 Audi alloy rims & tyres
2002 4 alloy rims & tyres, Toyota Aygo etc
2003 5 Landrover Discovery wheels/tyres, BF Goodrich, 245/70/16, 2
almost new
2004 Landrover wheel/tyre 235/70/16
*2005 2 tractor tyres 18.4/38
*2006 Van tyre 195/14
*2007 4 car tyres 185/60/15
*2008 2 winter car tyres 175/65/14
2009-2011 Pair tyres 11/22.5
2012 Pair tyres 20/8/38
*2013 2 Ifor Williams trailer wheels
2014 Pair Michelin XMCL tyres 19.5/24, air tight, 30% good
*2015 Good axle & wheels
2016-2017 Axle with tyres
*2018 4 Landrover Discovery alloy wheels & tyres
2019 4 Trelleborgs 2 40/85/28 & 2 520/85/28
*2020-2021 2 wheels/tyres 205/75/17.5
*2022 4 tyres 385/65/22.5
*2023 2 wheels/tyres 295/80/22.5
*2024 2 wheels/tyres 385/65/22.5
*2025 4 4x4 wheels & tyres
*2026 2 wheels/tyres 315/70/22.5
*2027 2 trailer wheels/tyres
*2028 2 van wheels/tyres
*2029 2 row crop wheels 6.50.44
*2030 2 row crop wheels 230/95
*2031 Set of beet spoked wheels
*2032 2 trailer axles
*2033-2034 Pair of Hancook 295/80/22.5 tyres excellent
*2035-2036 Single Hancook 295/80/22.5 tyre excellent
2037 Pair of tractor tyres 16.9/38
2038 Pair of wheels 205/65/16
2039 Amazone drill wheel
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2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049-2058
*2059
2060
2061
2062-2063
*2064
*2065
*2066-2067
2068
2069
*2070
*2071
*2072
*2073
*2074
*2075
*2076
*2077
*2078
*2079
*2080
*2081
2082
2083-2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
*2093
*2094
2095
2096
2097
2098-2112
2113
2114
2115

15/38 wheel rims
Wheel 16.9/28
Stocks duals 540/65/34
Rowcrops 11.2/46
Rowcrops 11.2/24
11.2/24 tyre
11.2/32 tyre
12.4/36 wheels
2 super singles
Pair of tractor & trailer wheels/tyres
Set of 4 Discovery wheels with General 235/85/16 tyres
Ford row crop wheels 8.3/44
Agribuggy rowcrop wheels & centres
3 super single tyres
2 super single tyres
Manitou tyre 14/9/24
2 axles
Pair of part worn 650-65RHZ tyres
Pair of part worn 540-65R30 tyres
4 tyres 265/70/17 general grabber
4 tyres 225/65/17 general grabber
Pair tyres 12.5/80/18 Deestone extra grip
Michelin tyre 14.9/24
Michelin tyre 13.6/28
2 tyres on 6 stud rims 750/16
4 tyres 225/60/18
Pair of 5 stud trailer wheels/tyres
Heap of assorted trailer wheels & tyres
Hankook tyre 8.5/17.5 on 6 stud rim
4 Cooper Discoverer STT tyres 31/10.5/15, mint
4 Goodyear Wrangler tyres 235/65/17
2 Michelin tyres 650/65/38
2 tyres from forklift 17.5/24, 40% wear left
Pair of 12.5/80 -15.3 tyres
Pair of 13.0/65 -18 wheels & tyres
Pair of 6.70/15 wheels & tyres
Pair of 165SR13 wheels & tyres
Tractor front wheel & tyre 7.50/16
Tyre 700/15
Pair of 215/75R 11.5 tyres
Pair 16.5/85/24 Solideal tyres
2 tyres
Pair 10/24 rear tractor tyres & tubes as new
2 used Michelin rears 650/65/42
Michelin front 600/65/28
Isuzu wheel & tyre
Wheels/tyres
4 super single wheels/tyres
2 tractor tyres 16.9/34
2 trailer tyres 445/45/19.5
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2116
2117
2118
2119
2120
*2121
2122-2125
*2126
2127
2128
2129
2130
*2131
*2132
*2133
2134
2135
2136
*2137
*2138
*2139-2141
*2142-2145
*2146-2149
*2150
*2151
*2152
*2153-2154
*2155
*2156
*2157-2159
*2160-2162
*2163
2164
2165
*2166
*2167
2168
*2169
2170
2171
2172
2173
2174
2175
*2176
*2177
*2178
*2179
*2180

4 tyres 16/70/20
Tractor tyre 16.9/34
Pair of front dual wheels 60/70/30
Pair of rear dual wheels 600/85/38
Wheel 9.00 x16
2 Michelin Agribib tyres 16.9/38
Wheels/tyres
2.1m axle with 600/9 6-ply tyres
Set of row crop wheels off John Deere 6930. 230/95/40 & 300/95/52
Set of Continental tyres off John Deere 6930, 520/85/38 & 420/85/28
Pair of Continental tyres 520/85/38
Pair of Stocks dual wheel rims
8 x 8-stud 10T trailer rims
5 Ifor Williams trailer tyres 225/75/10
2 Kawasaki Mule tyres 26/12/315
Stocks dual wheels 18.4/38
2 trailer wheels/tyres
Lorry wheel 295/80/22.5
Pair of Ifor Williams wheels
Pair of Mini wheels
4 x 11R22.5 wheels & tyres
Michelin G-20 pilote-XL4 wheels & tyres
2 tyres on rims 295/80
2 tyres on rims 385/55
2 mini singles
4 tyres on rims 215/75/17.5
Bridgestone on rim 315/80
Agri tyre 560/60/22.5
2 agri tyres 560/60/22.5
2 telehandler tyres 15.5/80/24
2 tyres 15.5/25
2 super singles on rims
Pair of 18.4/38 Tyres on 38/15" rims For New Holland tractor
Pair of 14.9/28 Tyres on 28/12" rims For New Holland tractor
14/20 tyre
4 x 10" trailer
Pair of Goodyear tyres on rims 11.2/24
4 Landrover off road tyres on rims
2 tyres 500/70/24
2 tyres 580/70/42
Tyre 650/65/42
480/70/28 tyre
14.9/24 tyre
2 rowcrop wheels/tyres 9.5/44
1200 x 20 tyre rim
Pair of van tyres
Pair of 400x8 tyres
Rover tyres & wheels
Five 235/85/16 tyres
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*2181
*2182
2183
2184
2185
2186
2187
*2188
*2189
*2190
*2191
*2192
*2193
2194
2215-2238
*2239
2240
2241
*2242
*2243
*2244
*2245
*2246
2247
2248
2249
2250
2251
2252
*2253-2254
*2255
*2256
*2257
*2258
2259
2260
2264
*2265
*2266
2267
2268
2269
2270
2271
2272
2273
2274
*2275

Five 235/70/16 AT tyres
Rubber digger track
2 wheels/tyres 11/60/15.3
2 trailer wheels 195/55/10
Pair 540/65/24 wheels
Set of 4 Michelin XMCL 460/70/24 tyres ex JCB telehandler
2 Stocks dual wheels/tyres 16.9/38
4 tyres on 5 stud rims 30/9.5/15
2 tractor tyres 540/65/38
4 pickup tyres on rims
2 wheels/tyres off grey Fergi
5 Landrover tyres on wheels, as new
2 Goodyear all weather grass tyres 14.9/24 with one rim & inner tube to
fit
Wagon 5th wheel
Wheels/tyres
2 x 32" wheel centres for tractor, vgc
6 wheels/tyres 215/75/17.5
Shogun wheels & tyres
Pair of dual wheels 12/38
2 BF Goodrich used tyres 265/65/18 for 4x4
Used muck spreader wheel/tyre
10 stud truck wheel trims
4 alloy wheels & tyres 205/55/16 & a temporary spare wheel & tyre
Full set of part worn tyres for John Deere 6150R, 520/85/38, 480/70/28
2 Firestone 420/85/28
2 dumper wheels & tyres
3 16.00xR20 wheels & tyres
8 various wheels & tyres
3x 11.00xR22 wheels & tyres
2 Renault Traffic wheels/tyres
Van wheel/tyre
Wheel/tyre
Landrover wheel/tyre
2 new trailer tyres
One pair quad bike tyres 24x8x12 30% good order
One pair 24x10x8 quad bike tyres
4 tyres to fit Discovery 4
2 Ford transit wheels/tyres 215/75/16
4 lorry wheels & tyres 8.5/17.5
Pair Stocks 20.8 dual wheels
Pair Stocks 16.9/38 dual wheels
Pair Bettison dual wheels
8 Stocks dual wheel clamps
Pair 16.9/38 tractor tyres & tubes
Pair wheels & tyres 13/24
6 van wheels & tyres
4 van wheels & tyres
2 x 400/8 tyres/rims, one new, one used
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*2276
2277
2278
2279
2280
2281
2282
*2283-2284
*2285
*2286
*2287
*2288
*2289
2290
2291
2292
2293
2294
2295
2296
2297
2298
*2299
*2300
*2301
*2302-2341
2342
2343
*2344
*2345
*2346
2347
2348
2349
2350

Mini wheel with new tyre 145/10
Pair of 38" tractor tyres 20.8/38, Goodyear
Pair of rear Continental 600/65/68 tractor tyres
2 rear tractor tyres, Kleber 520/70/38
Pair 38" rear tractor tyres fit John Deere
Pair rear tractor tyres 600/65/38
2 Alliance 30.5/32 tubeless tanker tyres
2 tyres 235/75/17.5
4 Solideal tyres 15.5/80/24
4 tyres 405/70/20 (16/70/20)
4 Stocks dual wheel clamps
4 dual wheel clamps
4 Michelin loader tyres 17.5/24
3 Landrover wheels/tyres
Quantity of JCB Loadall tyres
Quantity of solid tyres
2 x 7.5T wheel & tyre
4 wheels/tyres
3 ATV wheels & tyres
3 pickup steel wheels/tyres
Pair of tractor tyres 580/70/38
Pair of tractor tyres 480/70/28
Set of dumper wheels
Nearly new wheel/tyre 195/65/15
2 old XWD wheels
Tyres
Vardestad drill wheel & tyre used
Set of 4 JCB Site Master forklift tyres 17.5L-24 12 ply rating
3 155/70R13 Suzuki wheels & tyres
2 trailer wheels 165x13
600 x 16 Fergie wheel & tyre
8 stud wheel & tyre as new 385/65/22.5
Trailer axle
Pair quad bike tyres 24/8/12, 30% good order
Pair quad bike tyres 24/10/8
HORTICULTURAL AUCTION AT 10AM
(inside the market building)
TREES, SHRUBS, HEDGING, SPRING BULBS ETC
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*2401
*2402-2404
*2405
*2406
*2407
2408-2409
2410
*2411
*2412
*2413
2414
2415
*2416
*2417
*2418
*2419
*2420-2421
*2422
2423-2425
2426
*2427
*2428
2429-2431
*2441
*2442
*2443
*2444
*2445
*2446
*2447
*2448
*2449
*2450
*2451
*2461
*2462
2463
*2464
*2465
2466
*2467
*2471
*2472
*2473
*2474
*2475
*2476

York Machinery Sales

AUCTION 4 AT 10AM
CHAINSAWS, HEDGERS, STRIMMERS
Husqvarna chainsaw
Stihl petrol chainsaw
Husqvarna 165RX clearing saw
Dolmar PS340 chainsaw
Husqvarna 268K stone saw spares
Stihl chainsaw
Stihl stone saw
Gardenline chainsaw gwo
Stihl MS170 chainsaw gwo
McCulloch chainsaw
Stihl chainsaw
Chainsaw CT1706 18" bar
Makita chainsaw
Dolmar chainsaw
Ryobi chainsaw
Stihl 410 saw wo
Stihl chainsaw
Tanaka ECS90 chainsaw
Petrol chainsaw
Stihl petrol disc cutter
Stihl saw with nearly new cutting disc
McCulloch MAK 738 chainsaw
Chainsaw
TG3300 long reach hedge trimmer gwo
4 hedge trimmer attachments
2 petrol hedgecutters
Kawasaki long reach hedgecutter
Ryobi Multi hedgecutter-strimmer
Efco Stark 37 long reach petrol hedge trimmer with strimmer
attachment gwo
Husqvarna hedge cutter 325HD75
Fuji Robin petrol hedge trimmer
Partner hedge cutter
McCulloch petrol hedge cutter
Honda long reach petrol hedge cutter
McCulloch petrol blower
Bolens leaf vacuum
Billy Goat leaf sucker, spares
Billy Goat leaf vac
Lightweight leaf blower
Stihl leaf blower
Petrol leaf blower
Brushcutter
Stihl FS400 strimmer gwo
Stihl FS76 strimmer
Stihl FS85 strimmer
Stihl FS55 strimmer
Stihl FS86 strimmer
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*2477
*2478
*2479
2480
*2481
*2482
*2501
2502-2503
2504-2505
2506
2507-2508
2509
*2510
2511
*2512
*2513
*2514
*2515
2516
2517
2518
2519
2520
2521
2522
2523
2524
*2525
*2526-2527
*2528
*2529
*2530
*2531
*2532
2533
2534
*2535
*2536
*2551
*2552
*2553
*2554
*2555
*2556
*2557
2558
2559
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4 Stihl strimmer engines & heads spares/repair
Ryobi strimmer
Homelite strimmer
Stihl strimmer
Stihl FS130 strimmer
Husqvarna petrol strimmer
STONE
Square stone with circle window centre
Pallet of sandstone
Stone gatepost
Pallet box of rockery stone
Pallet of stone
2 pallets of flat stone
Granite slab
2 stone bollards
Pallet of Yorkshire stone flags
Crate of Yorkshire stone roofing slates
Pallet of York stone flags
Royal crown stone crest
Pallet of York stone
2 York stone slabs
Quantity of stone balustrade
2 pallets of patio paving
2 pallets of buff patio paving
9 stone sills
4 stone sills
3 pallets of stone sills
Sandstone lintel
Stone window sill, lintel & mullions
York stone hearth
Stone surround on pallet
2 stone pier caps/copings
Stone fireplace
Coping stones
Stone surround
12 old York stone copings, 13" wide, 24ft length total
Stone lintel, threshhold & 2 sills, old York sandstone
7 York stone flags
Pallet of black granite block
GARDEN & HORTICULTURAL
Salt glazed Long Tom chimney pot for garden
Salt glazed crown chimney pot for garden
2 stone troughs
Old salt glazed sink/garden trough
Painted galvanised storage bin, garden/logs
7 wooden chairs
Stone trough
Quantity of picnic tables
Large dog carrying cage
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2560-2561
*2562
*2563
2564
*2565
*2566
*2567
2568
2569
2570
2571
2572
2573
2574
2575
2576
*2577
*2578
*2579
*2580
*2581
*2582
*2583
*2584
*2585
*2586
*2587
*2588
*2589
*2590
*2591
*2592
*2593
*2594
*2595
*2596
*2597
*2598
*2599
*2600
*2601
*2602
2603
2604
*2605
*2606
*2607-2609
*2610-2611
*2612
*2613-2615
*2616

Cast iron lamp post
Child's swing seat
Arch wrought iron gate
Canoe
2 Yorkshire stone troughs
Quantity of outdoor 240v Christmas lights
Old brass jam pan
2 used shade nets 2220x720cm
Mini Mantra sprayer
Tecflex 150 medium x 300 cml
2 crates of alpines, bulbs & herbaceous labels
5 crates of basket plant labels
Crate of bedding plant labels
Crate of tomato, herb, vegetable labels
Box of seed trays
Drag mat for grass
Victorian cast bath
Wendy house (shed)
Dog kennel
Garden tool
2 garden planters
Pot sink
Large steam train & carriage planter
Happy pig
Boy & girl on bench
Jemima Puddleduck planter
JCB Fastrac & trailer
Frog planter
Large Scania lorry planter
Bill & Ben
Eagle on plinth
Garden bench
Three dwarves
Tortoise
Hedgehog family
Pair of horse head wall plaques
Grey parrot wall plaque
Jack Russell
Girl with teddy bear
Elvin the Train planter
Garden tools
Hardwood garden furniture
Garden seat
Cat garden ornament
Cast iron pig trough, damaged corner
Cast iron stationary engine driven well pump
Large cast iron pig trough with bars
Large Mexican hat cast iron pig trough, no bars
Medium Mexican hat cast iron pig trough, no bars
Cast iron feed trough, long type, grain or water
Pair of stone lions with plinths for restoration
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*2617 Cast iron garden roller
*2618 Warren Maldon cast iron chaff cutter
*2619 Large cast iron wool scales, Bradford
*2620 Small sandstone trough
*2621 Cast iron garden roller
*2622-2627 Belfast sink
*2628 Ornamental garden table
*2629 Small postbox with key
*2630 Pair of cast iron bench ends
*2631 Wooden wheelbarrow
*2632 10 wire cloches
*2633 2 Mypex ground cover
*2634 4 galvanised buckets
*2635-2636 Cast iron horse head
*2637 Anvil on stand
*2638-2640 Wrought iron gate
*2641 Victorian lamp post
*2642 Hand carved stone bird bath
*2643-2644 Garden grit bin
*2645 2 Sheen flamegun paraffin weed burners
2646 Stone trough 32" x 15"
*2647 Petrol shredder
*2648 Dog pen
*2649 2 sheets of dog run mesh
*2650 2 window sill planters
*2651 Garden burner
*2652 Mixed pots, planters etc
*2653 Galvanised Victorian watering can
2654 15ft stone trough
*2655 2 stone lions
*2656 Stone dog statue
2657 Fibreglass tank/pond filter
*2658 Scotts lawn fertiliser spreader
*2659 Anvil on stand
*2660 Old cast iron boiling pot
*2661 Cast iron boiling pot
*2662 Old metal garden sink
*2663 Pair of concrete balls for drive gate posts
*2664 Vintage Mexican hat pig trough
*2665 Milk churn
*2666 Quantity of wrought iron gates & fencing
*2667 Vintage riveted planter trough
*2668 Belfast sink planter
*2669 Antique rhubarb forcer
*2670 Collection of garden antiques
*2671 Antique oak sherry barrel
*2672 Antique garden push hoe
*2673-2675 Antique garden sprayer
*2676 Antique garden bucket sprayer
*2677-2678 3 antique watering cans
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*2679-2684
*2685
2686
2687
2688
*2689
*2690
*2691-2692
*2693
*2694
*2695
*2696
*2697
*2698
*2699-2700
*2701
*2702
*2703
*2704
2705
2706
2707
*2708
*2709
*2710
*2711
*2712
*2713
*2714
*2715
*2716
*2717
*2718
*2719
*2720
*2721
*2722
*2723
*2724
*2725
*2726
*2727
*2728
*2729
*2730
*2731
*2732
*2733
*2734
*2735

Antique cast iron floor grate
5 small antique ornate floor grates
Dog kennel
Mounting block
Pair of wooden planters
Childs old pedal car
4ft diameter stone garden table
Decorative glass spheres
Royer petrol soil screener
Dog kennel
9 X 1.200 Spiked steel railings
Bird bath
Milk churn
Old English scythe
Yorkstone boot scraper
4 wicker garden chairs
Garden slide
Disability scooter
Vintage milk separator
Stone trough
Garden roller
Pot bellied stove
Cast iron pot bellied stove
2 ornamental chimney pots
Ornamental chimney pot
Antique cast iron three legged ornamental table base
Antique cast iron ornamental table base
Old cast iron trough
Metal clothes post
Landrover planter
Pair of tulip planters
Pair of mushrooms
Easter Island head
Pair of horse heads
Tractor & trailer
Pair of greyhounds
Large pair of lions
VW planter
Bird bath
Pair of planters
Train & trailer planter
Pair of elephants
4ft circle & bird bath
Large owl
Large Buddha
Pair of planters
Cockerel
Chicken & chicks
Narrow boat planter
Elephant bench
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*2736-2739 Garden ornament
*2740 Wheelbarrow
2741 Old stone mounting steps
2742 Stone trough approx 4'x3'
2743 Stone trough approx 3'x2'
2744 Stone trough approx 5'6"x2'6"
2745 2 gritstone troughs
2746 Gritstone ridge toppers
*2747 Christmas tree netter
*2748-2749 Pair of metal trellis
*2750 Pair of very large stone garden gun dogs
*2751 Vintage metal hay rack
*2752 3 barrel planters
*2753 Chinese stone candle garden ornament
*2754 Robin garden statue
*2755 Large Easter Island head
*2756 2 headed gold Easter island head
*2757 Pair of chimney pot planters
*2758 Laywel mangle
*2759 Pair of large stone lion garden statues
*2760 Pair of lion garden statues
*2761 Garden trough planter
*2762 Badger garden ornament
*2763 2 meerkat garden ornaments
*2764 Pair of dragon garden statues
*2765 Cockerel garden ornament
*2766 Fox garden ornament
*2767 Hen hut on wheels 6X cast iron
*2768 Old fashion sack barrow
2769-2770 10 old apple boxes
2771 2 x 56lb weighing machines
2772-2773 50 wooden seed boxes
2774-2775 50 small bulb boxes
*2776 Large stone garden planter
*2777-2780 10 bags of rocksalt
*2781-2782 Log store
*2783-2787 Zinc coated garden gates, with ornamental features, adjustable
gate fixings and latches
*2788 Zinc coated garden half gate with decorative features
*2789-2792 Garden gate
*2793 Garden arch
*2794 Garden railings
*2795-2797 Very old chimney pot
2798 Trike pedal go-cart
2799 Classic garden arch
2800 Westminster garden arch
2801-2802 Kensington garden arch
2803 6 pieces of garden trellis
2804 2 wooden planters
2805 3 hanging baskets
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2806
2807
2808
2809
2810
2811
2812
2813
2814
2815
2816
2817
2818
2819
2820-2821
2822
2823
2824
2825
2826
2827-2832
2833
2834
2835
2836
2837
2838
2839
2840
2841
2842
2843
2844
2845
2846-2847
2848-2849
2850
2851
2852
2853
2854
2855
2856
2857
2858
2859
2860
2861
2862

Pink willow screening
14 tree stakes
8 tree stakes
Pony garden ornament
Owl garden ornament
6 lengths of mixed screening
5 pot stands
2 raised beds
Artifical bamboo cane screening
8 miscellaneous garden items
6 plant supports
Round wooden planter
14 miscellaneous garden items
7 lengths of reed screening
10 lengths of reed screening
11 lengths of brushwood screening
15 lengths of reed screening
4 lengths of split bamboo screening
Garden arch
Mackintosh garden arch
Miscellaneous garden items
Bird table
12 plant supports
8 plant supports
Smart garden arch
2 hegdehog houses
Wooden garden arch
2 wooden garden arches
7 pot stands
10 stakes
Garden obelisk
2 wellie boot stands
2 trough planters
3 wooden trough planters
5 round obelisks
5 pot stands
4 hanging baskets & planter
4 patio planters
4 square obelisks
Wheelie bin screen
5 nest boxes
7 log rolls
9 bird feeders
Garden arch
5 pieces of mini trellis
10 plant supports
2 garden dustbins
Loire garden arch
2 pieces of trellis
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AUCTION 4A AT 1PM
LAWNMOWERS & GROUNDCARE
*2901 Small roller for garden tractor
2902 John Deere top dresser
*2904 Howard E70 rotavator, wo
*2905 Webb ride on lawnmower & engine for spares
*2906 BCS Tracmaster 715 rotavator with separate plough attachment
2907-2909 Ride on mower
2910 Hayter 26” mower, Kohler engine, spares
2911 Atco cylinder mower, Villiers engine, spares
2912 Hayter 21" rough cut mower, spares
*2913 Billy Goat 8hp industrial leaf vacuum, forward & reverse gears,
nearly new collection bag gwo
*2914 Honda Izy lawnmower with collection box gwo
*2915 3.5hp petrol scarifier/bag
*2916 McAllister self propelled petrol mower
*2917 Hayter Hunter self propelled mower
*2918 Husqvarna self propelled mower
*2919 Garden salt spreader
*2920 Marshall electric golf cart, 2010, fitted with tow ball, all wo
*2921 Lawn tractor, wheels/tyres/engine
*2922 Lawnmower
*2923 Lawnmower parts
*2924 Honda rotavator parts & engine
2925 Hayter Harrier 48 mower c/w grass box
2926 Merry Tiller garden rotavator
2927-2928 Ride on mower
2929 Grass rotary PTO driven mower for compact tractor
2930 Mantis garden rotavator c/w accessories
2931-2932 Mantis garden rotavator
2933-2934 Petrol mower
2935 Wheelhorse ride on mower
2936-2938 Garden rotavator attachment
2939 Garden rotavator plus mower attachments
2940-2943 Petrol lawnmower
2944 Hayter Harrier 41 self propelled mower
2945 Honda ride on mower
2946 McAllister ride on mower
2947 Petrol hover mower
2948 Lawnmaster petrol rotary mower
2949 Petrol rotary mower
2950 Westwood sprayer/spiker
*2951 Mountfield Merry Tiller rotavator, Briggs & Stattion 5hp engine, gwo
*2952 Dobbies self propelled petrol lawnmower & grass box gwo
*2953 Beaver TM508 5 gang mower
*2954 Garden rotavator
*2955 Lawnflite 603RT ride on mower
2956 MTD Cub Cadet RBH1200 ride on mower
2957 Atco Balmoral cylinder mower c/w seat attachment
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2958
2959
2960
2961
2962
2963
2964
2965
2966
2967
2968
2969
2970-2971
2972
2973
2974
2975
2976
*2977
*2978
*2979
*2980
2981
2982
*2983
*2984
*2985
*2986
*2987
*2988
*2989
*2990
*2991
*2992
*2993
*2994
*2995
*2996
*2997
*2998
*2999
*3000
*3001
*3002
*3003
*3004
*3005
*3006
*3007

Countax ride on mower c/w grass collector 42" deck need attention
Snapper Z200 3K zero turn ride on mower
Honda HRX 476 roller mower
Billy Goat pedestrian lawn hoover
Hayter Harrier 41 rotary mower
Westwood Lazor ride on mower c/w sweeper
Honda HRD536 roller mower
Honda HRB476 roller mower
Hayter Heritage ST42 ride on mower
Texas pedestrian self propelled rotary sweeper
Honda HRX 426 rotary mower
Honda HRH 536 rotary mower
Lawnmower
Rotary mower
Lawnflite 807 ride on mower
Wessex tractor mounted self/fertiliser spreader
Old petrol lawnmower
Yamaha petrol golf buggy
Garden trailer
Mountfield mower
Petrol lawn mower
Ride on mower
Triple gang mower
John Deere gang mower
Hayter mower
Ride on mower
Honda lawnmower
Lawn tractor trailer
Terra Vac Colt horse paddock hoover
1.3m rotavator cultivator for compact tractor
Sisis turf cutter for compact tractor
2 stroke petrol Flymo gwo
Qualcast electric lawn scarifier wo
Hayter mower
Petrol lawnmower
Lawnmower
Husqvarna petrol mower
Mountfield mower
Jonsered self propelled mower, gwo
Suffolk Punch mower, gwo
Champion mower gwo
Mountfield mower gwo
Champion mower gwo
Mountfield mower gwo
Honda GSV mower gwo
JCB mower
2 Mountfield mowers & a cylinder mower
Hayter Oddesy self propelled mower
Honda Izy mower gwo
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*3008
*3009
*3010
*3011
*3012
*3013
*3014-3015
*3016

Electric garden rotavator g wo
Lawnmower, alloy deck, Briggs & Stratton engine
JCB lawnmower
Hayter grass topper EMO
Atco B20 Royale c/w grass box, gwo, just been serviced
Petrol rotary mower, gwo, just been serviced
Suffolk Punch petrol lawnmower 14" cut with box
Qualcast Punch Classic electric cylinder lawnmower c/w grass box,
gwo
*3017 Petrol rotary mower, gwo
*3018 Ransomes Auto Certes with grass box
*3019 Kubota outfront mower

*3401-3402
3404
3405
3406
3407
3408
3409
3410
3411
3412
3413
3414
3415
*3416
3417
3418
*3419
*3420
3421
3422
3423
*3424
*3425
*3426
3427
*3428-3430
*3431
*3432-3433
*3434-3435
*3436
*3437
*3438-3439
3440
3441
*3442

AUCTION 5 AT 10.30AM
HEDGERS, LOADERS, BUCKETS
(on i-bidder)
Pair of pallet forks
Strimech hydraulic muck grab on JCB brackets
Forklift safety cage
Manitou muck fork
Quicke 150 silo grab, Euro brackets
Pair of forks c/w backplate & brackets
Pair of fork lift tines
Pair JCB tines
Corn bucket
Snowplough
8ft telehandler bucket
2009 Albutt heavy duty muck fork & grab 7'6" c/w JCB Q-fit
JCB Q bucket
Snow plough for compact tractor
JCB bucket
Pair of bale spikes & frame for tractor loader
2ft bucket for 20T digger
Bale spike attachment
Muck fork, Euro brackets
Masons shear grab 7'6" pin & cone vgc
Masons 4ft shear grab, Euro brackets
Kubota 3T 18" digger bucket
Kubota 3T 24" riddle bucket
4T 24" digger bucket
Dyking bucket
5' Ditching bucket
4' Ditching bucket
2' Minidigger bucket
1'6" Mini digger bucket
Shear grab
Pallet of tines & back plate
Muck lifter bucket
Bale spike
Furrow press carrier/weight carrier for front linkage
Link box
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*3443
*3444
*3445
3446
*3447
3448
3449
3450
3451
3452
3453
3454
3455
3456
3457
3458
3459
3460
*3461
3462
3463
*3464
3465
*3466
3467-3472
3473-3483
3484-3486
3487
3488
3489
3490
3491
3492
3493
3494
*3495
3496
3497
3498
3499
3500
3501
3502
3503
3504
*3505
3506-3507
3508
3509
3510

JCB 3CX 2' bucket
JCB 3CX 3' bucket
JCB 3CX 5' ditching bucket
Transport box
JCB 4ft bucket
Tractor loader pallet forks
CAT skidsteer bucket
Lanross loadall bucket
Ritchie transport box
4 in 1 Bucket grab bucket
Digger blading bucket
Loader tractor bale spike
Shear grab
Fork lift 3 point linkage bag cutter, as new
Man basket
7'6" bucket, Q-fit brackets
6'6" bucket, Euro brackets
Pallet tines, Euro brackets
JCB Loadall bucket
Loader bucket
JCB bucket
JCB Q-fit soil bucket
Round bale spike
Pair of JCB loadall pallet forks
Pair of fork lift tines
Digger bucket
Fork lift attachment to take chain
Snow plough c/w hydraulic arm
Silage or muck fork
MF 80 loader bucket
JCB 2m muck fork, 2016
1.5m road brush as new
1.9m muck grab for telehandler
6ft muck grab for John Deere 6200
Sugar beet bucket
Red tractor bucket
Dyking bucket for JCB
Fraser 3 point linkage high lift bale spike
Buck rake
New Watkins 4 bag lifter for teleporter, unused
6ft manure bucket, nearly new
Bale spike
Set of pallet tines
Albutt shear grab with Merlo brackets
Sanderson grain bucket
4 in 1 bucket for JCB teleporter
2 forklift tines
JCB JS 130 quick hitch 18" digger bucket, gc
5ft muck grab
Road brush, hydraulic driven, 3 point linkage, 6'10"
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*3511
*3512
*3513
*3514
3515
3516
3517
*3518
3519
3520
3521
3522
3523
3524
3525
*3526
*3527
3528
3529
*3530
3531
3532
3551
*3552
*3553
3554
3555
3556
3557
3558
3559
*3560
*3561
3562
3563
3564
3565
3566
*3567
*3568
3569
3570
3571
3572
3573-3577
3578
3579
3580-3582

Geith Kwick Hitch 10" bucket
Geith Kwick Hitch 16" bucket as new
Geith Kwick Hitch 17" bucket with teeth, as new
Geith Kwick Hitch 24" bucket as new
Bucket
Albutt H/E rehandling bucket
2ft digging bucket
Bucket/fork for small tractor
Shear grab, quick fit brackets (silage)
pair of pallet forks on frame
Parmiter 200 shear grab
Digger bucket
Manitou fork frame
Man basket
Manitou bale spike
2 forklift tyres
5" heavy duty pallet tines
Matbro bale spike
Browns muck grab
Forklift tines & attachment for back of tractor
Rear mounted tractor pallet forks
8ft loader gripe gc
McConnel power arm digger for tractor
Twose flail hedge cutter, spare flails, new cables this year, (wo)
MF front loader with brackets to fit MF 575
Bogballe fork lift
Suton skidsweep bucket brush
Tractor front loader & brackets
Slewtic rear muck loader including spike & fork
Rear loader & bucket for tractor
Tractor mounted sweeper brush with hydraulic bucket
Fordson loader
Front loader to fit Ford 3000, taken off 1975 tractor, c/w muck &
earth buckets
McConnel tractor mounted digger, 3 buckets& long reach arm, (wo)
3 point linkage forklift plus Foster bale squeezer
Bomford B498 hedge cutter
Sanderson bucket c/w Slewtic sweeper brush, JCB brackets
Tractor loader frame
Tractor loader with double acting rams
Allman back loader
Bomford Turner 90 661 hedge cutter
2004 Orsi 460 hedge cutter gwo
Tanco loader with brackets
Massey Ferguson loader with brackets
Quicke loader
Loader to fit MF 3045, wo & complete
Quicke 450 loader c/w joystick to fit Ford 7610
Quicke International loader
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3591
3592
*3593
3594
3595
3596
3597
*3601-3602
*3603
*3604-3605
*3606
3607
*3608
3609-3611
*3612-3615
*3616
3617-3619
3620
3621
3622
3623
3624-3625
3626
3627
3628-3630
3631
3632-3634
3635
3636
3637-3638
3639
3640
3641
3642
3643
3644-3645
3646
3647
*3648
*3649
*3650
*3651
*3652-3654
*3655
*3656
*3657
*3658
*3659

GRAIN EQUIPMENT
Constant humidity gas heater
Hotspot ventilation spear, vgc
Grain auger
2 wooden grain storage boxes
Tractor driven grain drying fan WO
Quantity of sucker blower pipes
10 Evans & Pearce grain pedestals

(on i-bidder)

FENCING MATERIALS
Farm gate
Guillotine gate
Sheep gate
Gate
2 galvanised gates
Roll of galvanised wire mesh
Field gate
Chain link fencing 1.2m x 25m brand new
Chain link fencing 1.8m x 20m
2 Roll of fencing wire
Qty of misc fencing wire
3 Electric nets
5 Electric nets
Stockgate 4'6" x 3'6"
5 Rolls of stock fencing
5 Rolls of stock fencing
6 Rolls of sheep netting
5 Reels of barbed wire
3 Coils of fence wire
10 Welded mesh
4 Welded mesh
10 Hay baskets
5 Rolls of stock fencing
6 Rolls of sheep netting
Quantity of barbed wire
2 Galvanised field gates
3 Rolls of pig netting
Pair of half mesh gates to fit 20ft gap
15ft Ashcombe gate
12ft Ashcombe gate
5 aluminium dividing gates
Roll of chicken wire
Farm gate
Guillotine gate
Sheep gate
Gate
5 metal posts
12 timber fence rails
Electric fencer units
8'6" cattle gate
7'6" cattle gate
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*3660
3661
3662
3663
3664
*3665-3667
*3668-3669
*3670
*3671
*3672
*3673
*3674-3676
*3677
*3678
*3679
*3680
*3681
*3682
*3683-3684
3685
3686
3687
*3688
3689
3690
*3691
*3692
*3693
*3694
*3695
3696-3697
3698
3699
*3700
3701-3702
*3703
*3704
3705
*3706
*3707
*3708
*3709
*3710
*3711
3712
3713-3717
3718-3722
3723-3727
3728
3729
3730

4 steel gate posts with crooks
Quantity of new sheep netting
Quantity of new barbed wire
Livestock electric fencing unit, as new
Livestock fencing posts
Hand post knocker
2 square set wooden gate posts
2 X 10ft gates
10ft gate
11ft gate
16ft gate
20 round posts 5x3
14 posts 5x3
10 half round posts
5 x 10 white electric posts
White electric tape
6ft galvanised gate
Electric Shepherd fencer gwo
10 electric fence posts
14ft gate
12ft gate
14ft gate
Electric fencing, 2 battery units, plastic & metal posts, 2 reels of tape etc
2 rolls of stock fence wire
2 gate posts
Roll of galvanised metal livestock fencing
Gallagher electric fence mains unit wo
4 rolls of pig wire
2 16ft wooden gates with posts
3 rolls of wire
Pair of 15ft galvanised gates
2 x 12ft gates
2 x 12ft gates
4 posts 8'x7"x7"
9 Electric sheep nets
Pair of heavy steel farm gate posts
Quantity of split stakes
12ft steel farm gate
6ft 5 bar heavy duty galvanised gate
10 treated 8ft wooden fence posts
30 treated 13ft wooden fence rails
6 fence posts
Coil of barbed wire
6 farm gates
Ridley Rapper electric fence barrow
2 Gates
4 Fencing wire
4 Barbed wire
Sheep feeder ring
10 Fencing stakes
New 5 bar wooden gate
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*3731-3734
*3735
3736
3737
*3738
3739-3741
*3742
*3743
3744-3747
3748
3751
*3752
3753
3754
3755
3756
3757
3758
3759
3760
3761
3762
3763
3764
3765
3766
3767
3768
3769
3770
3771
3772
3773
3774
3775
3776
3777
3778
*3779
*3780
*3781
3782
*3783
*3784
*3785
*3786
*3787
3788
3789

10 stakes 6'x3'
Coil of fencing wire
Roll of heavy duty wire
Qty of barbed wire
2 x 12ft field gates, 1 x 10ft field gate
Quantity of electric fencing
5 electric sheep nets, average condition
Battery electric fencer, gwo
Yard gate
Pair of new 16ft galvanised drive or yard gates
LIVESTOCK REQUISITES
Hayrack
4 sheep troughs with hooks
New Bateman Welland cattle crush
Bateman sheep race
New 14ft water trough
9'2" barrier
Ring feeder
Calf dehorning crate
1T tote bin
Feed barrow
Quantity of stock board
2008 Kuhn 3560M bedder feeder
2008 Jeantil PR2000 mounted bedder feeder
Opico posthole borer
Parmiter contractor hydraulic post knocker
RMH tub feeder with weigh cells & front conveyor
Teagle 8080 straw chopper, electric controls
New Watson calf creep
Teagle 4040 straw chopper
5-calf feed barrier & 2-calf feed barrier
2 hay racks
Hay rack
5ft feed barrier with hangers
2 x 6ft feed troughs
Cattle crush, gc
6 x 6ft metal hurdles
Teagle bale chopper, wo
Sheep weigh
5 cattle hurdles
Sheep crate
4 sheep hurdles
Suire bale unwrapper & spreader
8ft cattle feed barrier
5ft calf trough
Galvanised water trough
Fulwood cattle crush clock scales
6 galvanised sheep troughs
Henhouse
Tractor yard scraper
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3790
3791
3792
*3793-3794
*3795-3798
*3799
*3800
*3801-3802
*3803
*3804-3805
3806
3807
3808
3809
3810
3811
3812
*3813-3814
*3815
3816-3819
3820-3821
3822
3823
3824-3825
3826-3827
3828
3829
3830
3831
3832
3833
3834-3835
*3836
*3837
3838
3839
3840
3841
3842
3843
*3844
*3845
*3846
*3847-3848
*3849-3850
3851
3852
*3853
3854
3855
*3856

Bom twin auger mixer bucket, wo, bracket to fit JCB tool carrier
Calving aid
Grain crimper
Cattle feed ring
4 water dispensers for horses
Water butt with tap
Roll of coconut mat for horses
10 sheep hurdles
Cattle hopper
Wooden feed trough
Feed barrier
15ft feed barrier
Hopper for mill
2 Cattle feed hoppers
15' Cattle feed trough with barrier
Tractor yard scraper
Cattle crush
2 galvanised 6ft sheep bars
2 poultry drinkers
3 pig feeders
Tote bin
Hopper
Quantity of calf pens
Calving jack
Bull nippers
Poultry feeder
Suire round bale spreader
Cattle feed barrier
Cattle feed ring
AG dispenser 1755
Round feeder
Galvanised cattle manger
Henhouse with electric door and run
Post borer, very little use, vgwo
Nugent cattle crush VGC
Transport box
Keenan 140 diet feeder
Cattle box feeder
Deluxe calving gate
Silage feeder with base
Brooder box
Chicken run & hut
Brooder box
Poultry drinkers & feeders
Chicken brooder cage
Set of 5 individual calf pens
Hydraulic post knocker
2 stainless steel pig feeders
Cattle crush
10 Hay racks
Classic plucking machine gwo
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3857-3860
3861-3862
3863
3864
*3865
*3866
3867
3868
*3869
3870
*3872
*3873-3874
*3875
3876
3877
3878
3879
3880-3881
3882
3883
3884
3885
3886
3887
3888
3889
*3890-3891
*3892
*3893
*3894
*3895
*3896
*3897
*3898
3899-3900
3901
3902
3903
3904
3905
3906
3907
3908
*3909
3910
3911
3912
3913
*3914
*3915
*3916
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4 cattle gates or hurdles
10'x5' silage feeder
2 x 15ft feed barriers
2 x 20ft feed barriers
Round bale feed ring
2 galvanised drinking troughs
Teagle 505XLM straw chopper/straw mill discharges both sides
Teagle 505 drum extension for heston bales
Epoke hydraulic yard brush
IAE Warrior 3 pt linkage cattle crush
Cattle feeder with hay rack
Hay rack
Round horse feeder
Tombstone cattle feeder
Quantity of new 20 x 25 mm water fittings
5 Self fill water bowls
3 Turkey water fountains WO
2 x 10ft feed barriers
Auger feed bucket for telehandler
Peter Allen creep feeder
8 interlocking pony jumps
Small bale straw chopper
Fleming tractor rear mounted yard/slurry scraper
Bryce Sumo Profi telescopic post knocker, tractor mounted
Tubar cattle crush
6 galvanised livestock barriers
6 poultry feeders
Pig weigh
Water tank, chicken drinkers
Post knocker
Quantity of feed scoops
Quantity of feeding troughs
3 pig lights
Quantity of drinkers
4 Cattle hurdles
10 Sheep hurdles
Bamford Perfect root cutter with electric motor
4'x2' water tank
Cattle feeder Tumbril
Cattle hay rack
Kverneland KD832 towable feeder
Incubator trolley
2 bird nipple drinkers
Ring feeder
Teagle 404 straw chopper
Teagle 505 straw chopper
Teagle 404 straw chopper with extension
Parmiter PPD2000 post knocker, 2003
5 cattle hurdles
Wet poultry plucking machine, gwo
Large round electric scalding tank, gwo
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3917
3918
3919
*3920
*3921
*3922
*3923
3924
3925
*3926-3927
*3928
*3929
*3930-3931
3932
3933
3934
*3935
3936
3937
3938
3939-3941
3942-3943
*3944
3945
3946-3947
3948
3949
*3950-3951
*3952
*3953
*3954
*3955
*3956
3957
3958
3959
3960
3961
3962
3963
3964
*3965
*3966
*3967
*3968
*3969
3970
3971
3972
3973

Tanco bale shear
Yard scraper
Yard scraping implement
Cattle feed trough
New triple poultry show cages
5 clean 25ltr plastic barrels
New poultry house
Cormall 1T feed mixer
Rolling mill
10 showjump cups
Road closed horse jump
2 showjump planks
Feed barrel
2 Rumeco feed bucket containers
Plastic water trough
1000LT tank
Cattle sheep water trough
Silage ring feeder for cattle
Square cattle silage feeder
24 space oblong cattle silage feeder
Sheep silage bale feeder, toast rack style
6 metal hurdles
Pair of Swift SSS galvanised grain feeders
4 wall mounted liquid feeders
Chicken hut & run
Milking machine spares
2 New 14ft cattle feed troughs
Feed bin
2 feeders
4 water troughs
Livestock feed scoops & wheelbarrow
Orange race barriers
Barriers
Teagle Tomahawk 808 trailed/mounted bale shredder on swivel
chute, electric controls
Fraser mill mixer
3 Pig feeders
Galvanised water tank
Cattle crush
Alvan Blanch rolling mill
Superior SH1000 Hozile rolling mill
Artsway mobile roller mill
3 sheep troughs
7 sheep hurdles
Galvanised water trough
Round hay bale ring for sheep
2 feed/water butts
New self locking feed barrier
Sheep rack
Cattle feed trailer
Large cattle feeder bin
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*4001
4002
4003
4004
4005
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
*4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031
4032
4033
4034
4035
4036
4041
4042
*4043
*4044
4045
4046

AUCTION 6 AT 10.30AM
SUBSOILERS & PLOUGHS
(on i-bidder)
Single leg subsoiler
Lemken single leg subsoiler
Twin leg subsoiler
Compact tractor 2-leg ripper
Compact tractor mole plough
Kuhn VM151 5F vari-width, auto reset plough, (gc)
Kverneland LD85 160 4F plough
Kuhn Master 100 5F plough
Kverneland LD 5F plough
Dowdeswell DP8 4F plough
Dowdeswell DP9 7F plough
Gregoire Besson 5F plough
Kverneland 4F reversible plough with press arm
Kverneland 4F reversible plough
1998 Gregoire Besson RB7 5F plough
Dowdeswell Delta 5F plough, new points
Dowdeswell DP7 5F plough, good straight plough
Dowdeswell DP7 5F reversible plough
Ransome 300 4F reversible plough
Ransome plough
Ransome 5F plough
Ransome 4F plough
Dowdeswell 4F plough
Orange 4F plough
Ransome 3F plough
Dowdeswell 4F plough
Dowdeswell 4F disc plough, 1 disc missing
Ransome 5F plough
Tractor plough
MF 265 plough
Lemken 3F reversible plough
MF single furrow plough
Ferguson snow plough
Ferguson 2F plough
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4061
4062
4063
4064
4065
4066-4067
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4074

DISCS
(on i-bidder)
MF mounted disc harrows, new set of front discs & blades fitted
Parmiter mounted disc harrows, good order
Parmiter disc harrow
Dowdeswell discs
MF mounted discs
Cultivation discs mounted on frame
Simba discs
Parmiter 10ft disc harrows
Parmiter 8ft disc harrow
MF 10ft disc harrows
Ransome discs
Massey Ferguson discs
Ransome discs

4085
*4086
4087
*4088
*4089
4090
4091
*4101
4102
4103-4104
4105
4106
4107
4108

POWER HARROWS & ROTAVATORS
Maschio 3m power harrow
3m power harrow
Lely 3.5m power harrow gwo
Lely power harrow
Lemken 3m power harrow
KRM Magnum 4000 power harrow
Blue power harrow, wo
Howard tractor mounted rotavator
Howard 3m rotaspike
Howard rotavator
Howard 60" rotavator
Howard rotavator
Howard rotavator, wo
Howard rotavator

4115
4116
4117
4118
4119
4125
4126
4127
4128
4129
4130
4131
4132
4133
4134
4135
4136

(on i-bidder)

PRESSES & CULTIVATORS
(on i-bidder)
Farmforce 3m front press twin ring
Farmforce front press c/w brackets
Kverneland furrow press
Simba press
Cousins 5m press
Cousins V Form 3 leg subsoiler c/w crumbler roller
2006 Gregoire Besson DXRV 4m folding cultivator c/w double disc
roller
Heavy duty rotavator implement
Kongskilde Delta 3m auto reset cultivator
Joskin EB480 aerator
McConnel Shakerator cultivator
Cultivator
20ft hydraulic folding harrows
6m cultivator
Pigtail cultivator
Opico grass harrows c/w seeder
Zig zag harrows
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4137-4138
4139
4140
4141
4142
4143
4144-4148
4149
4150-4155
4156
*4157
4158
4159
4160
4171
4172
4173
4174
4175
4176
4177

Set of small chain harrows
MF 24 cultivator
Seed harrows with pulling bar
Pigtail drag, new tines fitted, gwo
Manege leveller
Grass harrows
Ferguson cultivator
Fleming 3 point linkage cultivator as new
Ferguson tool bar,3 point linkage
McConnel Shakerator cultivator
Spring tine cultivator
Massey Ferguson pigtailed drag
KRM Agrisem Discomulch cultivator
Harrow frame or grader
ROLLERS
(on i-bidder)
Twose 6 m rollers
Flexi coil 4m packer roller
Grays 3 point linkage grassland roller
3m crumbler roller
Cambridge roller
Subsoiler roller
4ft flat roll for compact tractor/quad

DRILLS
(on i-bidder)
4191 Maschio/Sulky combination drill
4192 Kuhn 4001 4m power harrow, new tines, Vicon/Accord 4m pneumatic
drill to fit
4193 Amazone AD303 Super combi drill, 2008, c/w Kverneland power harrow,
Suffolk coulters, electric controls
4194 Bamlett 3m corn drill
4195 Kuhn Amazone power harrow/drill combination
4196 4 row turnip drill, tractor mounted
4197 MF 30 corn drill
4198 Nordsten 3m seed drill
4199 Stanhay 5 row beet drill c/w Temik applicators
4261
4262
4263
4264-4265
4266
4267
*4268
4269
4270
4271
*4272

SPREADERS & SPRAYERS
(on i-bidder)
Vicon vari spreader fertiliser, tractor mounted
Vicon 1200 vari spreader fertiliser
Amazone 600 twin disc fertiliser spreader
Amazone mounted salt spreader gwo
Amazone ZAF 803 fertiliser spreader
Reco Sulky DPX Prima fertiliser spreader
Lely fertiliser spreader
Amazone ZAU 1001 tillage spreader
Vale TS500 salt spreader
Vale TS500HS salt spreader
Massey Harris fertiliser spreader
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4273
4274
*4275
4291
*4292
4293
4294
4295
*4301
4302
4303
4304
4311
4312
4313
4314
*4315
*4316
4317
*4318
4319
4320
4321
4322-4326
4327
4341
*4342
4343
*4344
4345
*4346
*4351
*4352
4355
4361
4362
4366
4367
4368
4369-4371
*4372
*4373
4374
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Vicon tillage spreader
Amazone ZAM 1500 fertiliser spreader
Salt-seed spreader
Tecnoma mounted sprayer
Quad sprayer with new pump
3 point linkage trailed sprayer
Hardi spray tank
Chafer front spray tank with hydraulic pump
BALERS & MOWERS
(on i-bidder)
John Deere 466A conventional baler
Massey Ferguson 822 round baler, perfect wo
Krone KR125 round baler
Massey Ferguson 228 conventional baler perfect wo
Vigolo DSA 200 flail mower 540 PTO
Teagle 3m front & back flail topper
Twose 2.8m flail topper gwo
PZ twin drum mower & PTO shaft
Small grass topper
Agri-Four grass topper
5ft topper
Kuhn grass mower
Twose grass topper
5ft flail mower
Kilworth Dragone 2m flail topper c/w side shift, 2014
Ferguson cutter bars
Lely front mower
BALE HANDLERS, TURNERS & WRAPPER
Browns fork loader to lift two bales
Round bale grab
Big Bale grab for tractor loader
56 bale carrier all hydraulic pipes renewed
Browns Big Bale sledge
Cooks Accumulator bale sledge
New Holland hay turner
New Holland haybob
Wrapmaster 4' round bale wrapper

(on i-bidder)

ROOT CROP EQUIPMENT
(on i-bidder)
Downs potato roller table
Herborg beet cleaner & chopper on single axle
Grey Fergie potato ridging bodies
Pelican auto single phase potato W/M
Walthambury auto single phase potato W/M
Ferguson ridging bodies
Single row root lifter
2 row potato digger wo
Agriweld (2011) 180C hydraulic box tipper, ser.no 0573/11/11
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4401
4402
4403
4404

Self propelled single row beet harvester c/w Int. tractor
Standen single row beet harvester
Standen 3 row beet harvester
CTM beet cleaner loader

4409
4410
4411
4412
4413
4414
4415
*4416
4417
4418
4419
*4420
4421

MANURE SPREADERS
(on i-bidder)
Samson SP9 rear discharge spreader
Richard Western D10 rear discharge spreader, 2003
Richard Western 10T muckspreader
Triffitt muck spreader
HI-Spec 2000 tanker
Marshall M560 spreader
Marshall Vesuvius 1500 rear discharge spreader
1600 gallon slurry tanker, gwo
Massey Ferguson 1000 gallon slurry tanker
Slurry tanker
Star 1300 gall slurry tanker
Slurry tanker
Abbey 2050 rotaspreader, gwo

ARTIC & BALE TRAILERS, CONTAINERS
(on i-bidder)
4431 Wolds bale trailer c/w Graham Edwards stock box, hydraulic door, 2
partitions, 2008
4432 Ken Wootton 25ft bale trailer
4433 Chieftain 20ft plant trailer
4434 NC low loader trailer, air oil brakes
4435-4436 40ft insulated box trailer
4437 45ft triaxle flat trailer
4438 40ft triaxle flat trailer
4439 40ft triaxle skelly trailer
4440 40ft dry box
4441 Portable timber jackleg building, 32'x10', small kitchen with sink & worktop
*4442 20ft steel container
4443 Fridge body 18'
4444 24ft long livestock box on trailer with fixed sheep decks
4449 35 cu.yd. hook lift skip
4450 Hiab mounted on hook lift
4451 20ft heavy duty drawbar trailer
*4452 26ft box van
*4453 26ft curtain sider box
*4454-4455 20ft curtain sider box
*4456 20ft artic trailer
4457-4458 20ft container
4459 12ft container
4460 20ft steel horse shelter
4461 18ft curtain sider container
4462 18ft body with hiab cradle
4463 26ft close coupled drawbar trailer, tandem axle, gc, test till Feb 18.
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4464 Flatbed trailer for tractor with ramps
*4465 Farm trailer & sleeper planks
4471
4472
4473
4474
4475
4479
*4480
4481
4482
*4483
*4484
4485
4486
4487
*4488

GRAIN TRAILERS
(on i-bidder)
Richard Western 10T trailer
Bailey 16T trailer, air brakes, commercial axles, hydraulic door
West 11T mono tipping trailer on commercial axles
Bailey tandem axle root tipping trailer
10/12T grain trailer
Twin axle tipping trailer
3T tipping trailer
Weeks single axle tipping trailer
Single axle tractor tipping trailer
Tye 10x6 tipping trailer, double sides with back door
Farm trailer
Tipping trailer with twin rams & automatic rear door
4T trailer
Tipping trailer
Wheatley 3T tipping trailer, (gc)

LIVESTOCK TRAILERS
(on i-bidder)
Houghton Parkhouse alloy 16' livestock container
Ifor Williams TA510G 12ft cattle trailer c/w decks
Ifor Williams 12ft cattle trailer c/w decks
Livestock trailer
Rice double horse blue trailer
Ifor Williams TA510 12ft cattle trailer, 2011
Richardson horse trailer
Ifor Williams 12x10 livestock trailer with sheep decks, good brakes
Ifor Williams TA5 cattle trailer
Ifor Williams 505 horse trailer, rear ramp turns into barn doors for easy
loading
4514 Ifor Williams HB510 horse trailer, 2008
*4515 Ifor Williams TA510 cattle trailer c/w divider gates, all lights & brakes
working. 2005

4501
4502
4503
4504-4507
*4508
4509
*4510
4511
*4512
*4513

CAR & PLANT TRAILERS
(on i-bidder)
4531 Load Lugger single axle box trailer
4532 Graham Edwards tri-axle trailer c/w front board, carrier box & loading
ramps, 2017
4533 Ifor Williams 14ft flat trailer
4534 Fifth coupling dolly
*4535 9'x5' single axle trailer
*4536 Indispension twin axle trailer
4537 Combine header trailer
4538 Fifth wheel dolly
*4539 Richardson Rice twin axle car transporter trailer, 3500kgs
*4540 Wessex twin axle trailer c/w fitted cover, spare wheel, new wheel
bearings & brake pads
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*4541
*4542
*4543
*4544
4545
4546
*4546
4547
4548
4549
4550
*4551
4552
4553
*4554
*4555
*4556
*4557
*4558
*4559
*4560
*4561
4562
*4563
*4564
4565
4566
*4567
*4568-4569
*4570
*4571
*4572
4573
4574
4575
4576
4577
*4585
*4586
*4587
*4588
*4589
*4590
*4595
*4596-4597
4598

2 wheel trailer
4 wheel transporter trailer
Twin axle trailer 14'6"
Farm low loader trailer
Drill transport trailer
Pedestrian roller trailer
Approx 12x6 trailer
Fast tow diesel bunded fuel bowser
General purpose trailer
Flatbed trailer
Ifor Williams trailer 14' with sides
6ft trailer
Tipper body
Transit body
12'x6'6" flat duel axle trailer with alloy floor, wo
14ft twin axle car transporter c/w ramps winch & spare wheel
Twin axle builders trailer
Richardson builders trailer, new LED lights
Ifor Williams 16’ flat trailer
4 Wheeled turn table trailer
Aluminium trailer
Wooden box trailer
Ifor Williams GX106 plant trailer
Meredith & Eyre plant trailer
Ifor Williams twin axle plant trailer, 2007
10x6 Indispension plant trailer
Brian James tilt bed car transporter
Ifor Williams 12ft trailer with spare wheel
Caravan chassis
Van body
Box trailer
Twin axle car trailer, needs boarding
Bowser on trailer
7'x4' bogey trailer
IBC on wheels
Box type trailer
Brian James car trailer
Small car trailer
Car trailer
Trailer with bike rack
4 Wheel trap
6x3 trailer
Childs quad bike trailer
6 berth caravan gc
Caravan
Cheltenham Sable caravan, 1969
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4601
4602
4603
4604
4610
4611
4612
4613
4614
4615
4618-4619
4620
4629
*4630
4631
4632
4633
*4634
4635
4636
4637
4638
4639
4640
4641
4642
4643
4644
4645
4646
4647
4648
4661
4662
*4663
4664
4665
4666
4667
4668

AUCTION 7 AT 2PM
TRACTORS
(on i-bidder)
Claas Celtis 456 tractor, 102hp, mechanical drive, 16.9/38 wheels, one
owner, full service history, 3614 hours, WJ56 TVV
MF 690 2wd tractor c/w loader, muck fork & bale spike
Deutz Agritron 105 tractor, S572 MHG
Renault 106 tractor, D782 HYG
Valtra N101 tractor with Quicke Q55 loader, 2008
New Holland TM175 tractor, 2004
MF 6480 tractor
Case 856XL 2wd tractor, gwo
John Deere 2040 4wd tractor, ex Water Board
Ford 4610 4wd tractor with front loader & fork
Claas Celtis 436 RX tractor with loader, 2005
Renault 210 Pales tractor on turf tyres
International 574 tractor
1961 Fordson Dexta tractor c/w hydraulic loader, engine rebuilt in 2016
International 475 tractor c/w Tanco loader, good starter
MF 50 loader tractor
David Brown 990 Selectamatic tractor
David Brown 885 tractor
David Brown 1210 tractor
International 454 tractor
IH 475 tractor with bucket, fork & loader, perfect wo
Ford 4000 tractor, power steering, wo
Ferguson diesel tractor with sawbench
David Brown 1212 tractor, Q-cab with loader
David Brown 990 tractor, wo, white & orange
MF 40E tractor, safety cab, power steering, full linkage, wide tyres
Zetor 2wd tractor, wo
Fordson Super Dexta tractor
MF 65 Mark 2 tractor, perfect wo
David Brown 880 tractor
Diesel Major for spares, runs & drives
David Brown 1212 tractor
COMPACT TRACTORS
(on i-bidder)
Iseki TXG237 tractor with cab & Vale gritter snowplough, 62 reg
John Deere 710 tractor, very original, wo, 1967
Iseki TS2810 tractor
Tym TZ73 compact tractor with topper
Mitsubishi 4wd compact tractor with power loader, gwo
Kioti 4wd compact tractor with green loader
Mitsubishi 4wd tractor with rotavator wo
Deutz diesel tractor with mower
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WAGONS
(on i-bidder)
*4677 Layland DAF horse lorry c/w basic living, no MOT, R629 PVN
4678 Volvo 18T skip lorry, test June 18, direct from work, 55 reg
*4679 Man LE8 150 150bhp 7.5T lorry 20ft body, 436000kms c/w beavertail
body, not tested, unfinished project
4685
4686
4687
4688
4689
4690
4691
4692
4693
4694
4695
4696
4697
4698
4699
4705
4706
4707
4708
4709
4710
4711
4712
4713
4714
4720
*4721
4725
4726
*4727
4728
4729-4730
*4731
*4736
*4737
4738

FORK LIFTS & LOADERS
(on i-bidder)
JCB 527 Loadall & bucket
Manitou MLT524 Turbo telehandler
JCB 360 digger on tracks
Merlo 28.7 telehandler c/w bucket & forks, 1998
Manitou 628 4wd telehandler, 1997
MF 50D digger, perfect wo
Manitou MT1637 SL telehandler, 1997
JCB 530-70 telehandler, 2004
Case 580K 4wd digger
Massey Ferguson 244 tracked crawler
6T diesel forklift truck
Conveyancer Overlander rough terrain masted forklift
Takeuchi TBZ16 fire damaged, 2014
Kubota KX61.3 excavator
Manitou rough terrain forklift
Thomas 6ft skidsteer with bucket
Komatsu 2.5T mini digger, 3 buckets
Thomas 85 skid steer loader
Battery powered pallet forklift
Yale diesel forklift with side shift
Thwaites Alldig wheeled excavator
Diesel 3T forklift
Wilson RT2000 forklift
Case 410 series 3 skidsteer, 2008
Clark gas/LPG forklift
0.5T 2wd dumper, Petter engine
Compact 4x4 2.5T dumper
QUADS & BIKES
(on i-bidder)
Yamaha Timberwold 4wd quad, good starter & runner
Kawasaki KVF 300 quad, 2015, road reg
Torro Workman tipper truck, gwo
Kioti Mechron 2200 4wd buggy, as new with hydraulic tipper body
Child's quad bike
100cc quad bike
Petrol scooter
Pit bike
Double seat go cart

COMBINE
(on i-bidder)
4675 Claas Lexion 480 combine harvester c/w Vario header 2001
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(ix)

1.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

COMMISSIONS AND CHARGES: (all subject to
VAT)
Vendors Commission:
Commission will be charged on each lot as follows:10% up to £500
5% on the next £2,500
21/2% thereafter
Minimum commission £2 per lot
Buyer’s Commission:
A buyer’s premium will be charged on each lot at the
rate of 1.5%, subject to a maximum of £300 on any
individual lot.
Unsold/Not Forward Lots:
A charge of £2 will be made on all lots unsold or not
forward.
Wheels & Tyres:
All wheels and tyres abandoned on the saleground 8
days after the sale will be charged to the vendor at
the following rates (refundable on collection):
Car tyres £10 each
Other tyres £25 each
Electrical Safety Testing:
Any lots requiring electrical safety testing will be
charged at £2 per item.

saleground without giving any reason.
4.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

5.
2.
(I)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

3.
(I)
(ii)
(iii)

STATUS OF CONDITIONS OF SALE
The vendor has agreed to adhere to these conditions by signing the entry form.
Any person attending the sale is deemed to attend
on the understanding that they have read and
understood these conditions and shall make any bid
on the basis of these conditions.
The Auctioneers may supplement or supersede
these conditions in whole or part with special conditions applicable to a specific sale or a specific Lot
which will be displayed and/or announced at the
start of the sale.
No employee or agent of the Auctioneers has any
authority to vary these conditions.
Any dispute arising under this contract or the conditions of sale shall be determined in the first instance
by the Auctioneers whose ruling shall be binding on
the conduct of the auction. If such an issue
(including any dispute under Clause 20) remains in
dispute after the auction it may be referred by the
purchaser, the seller or the Auctioneers to arbitration
or if the parties agree independent expert determination within the period of ten working days starting on
the date of the sale by a person agreed between the
parties in dispute or failing such agreement by a
person appointed by the President of the Central
Association of Agricultural Valuers on the application
of any of the parties within that time paying such fee
as may be charged for that service. The parties
agree to meet the professional fees and costs of that
person as he shall direct and to be bound by his
award both as the matter of the dispute and as to
the parties’ costs.
Any indemnity under these conditions shall be an
indemnity in respect of all actions proceedings and
costs including legal costs expenses claims and
demands whatever incurred or suffered.
ENTRY TO THE SALEGROUND
Any person entering the saleground does so at their
own risk.
Any person entering the saleground must comply
with the requirements of all health and safety notices.
The Auctioneers reserve the right to refuse admission to any person or entry of any Lot onto the

AUCTIONEERS’ STATUS
The parties to the contract of sale are the vendor
and purchaser. The Auctioneers sell as agents for
the vendor and as such are not responsible for any
default of the vendor or purchaser.
The Auctioneers shall have discretion as to the
description of any items and may take expert advice
on any item, whether from a qualified electrician,
agricultural engineer or other person at the vendor’s
expense to ensure that the item is sold in a professional and legal manner.
The Auctioneers may make such announcements or
publish such information supplied by a vendor about
any Lot as they in their discretion think fit.
The Auctioneers shall have absolute discretion
without giving any reason to refuse any bid, divide
any Lot, combine any two or more Lots, withdraw
any Lot from the auction, and, in case of dispute,
offer any Lot for sale again.
EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
The Auctioneers shall not be liable for any expense
loss claim or proceedings in respect of any loss or
damage whatsoever to property real or personal
(including any Lot) nor in any respect of personal
injury to or death of any person before or arising out
of or in the course of or caused by the sale except to
the extent that the same is due to the negligence of
the Auctioneers.

6.
VENDOR’S WARRANTIES
The vendor warrants to the Auctioneers and to the purchaser:
(i)
His identity.
(ii)
That he is the true owner of the Lot or is authorised
by the true owner to act as Agent in offering the Lot
for sale.
(iii)
That he is able to transfer a good and marketable
title to the Lot free from any third party claims liens
and encumbrances.
(iv)
That no Lot is subject to a hire purchase lease
contract hire or any other similar agreement or has
been recorded by an insurance company as a write
off or as subject to a major insurance claim.
(v)
That all statements on the entry form are correct so
that the Lot is not misdescribed being aware that
providing a false description can be an offence
under the Trade Descriptions Act 1968 and the
Fraud Act 2006 punishable by a fine or imprisonment.
(vi)
That as far as reasonably practicable he has taken
sufficient steps to ensure the Lot is safe and without
risk to health and safety and that suitable testing and
examination has been arranged and that he indemnifies the Auctioneer against all claims under the
Consumer Safety Act 1978 and Part 1 of the Consumer Protection Act 1987.
(vii) That he has declared in writing on the entry form any
risk posed by the Lot to health and safety so that it is
clear to the Auctioneer and prospective purchasers.
(viii) That unless previously disclosed to the Auctioneers
any vehicle entered is in a roadworthy condition and
complies with regulations made under Section 41 of
the Road Traffic Act 1988 and has the benefit of any
unexpired vehicle excise licence and any current
MOT certificate relating to it which will be transferred
to the purchaser.
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(x)

(xi)

7.
(I)

(ii)

That he will provided all operators’ handbooks and
instruction manuals in his possession for the Lot.
That where information required by this Clause has
not been provided or the Auctioneers have reason to
doubt it the Auctioneer may using his powers under
Clause 4(iii) above instruct a suitably qualified person
to inspect the items and report on any such matter
the cost of which shall be borne by the vendor.
The he will indemnify the Auctioneers, their servants
and agents and the purchaser against any loss or
damage suffered by them in consequence of any
breach of the above warranties.
CATALOGUES AND ADVERTISEMENTS
The Auctioneers do not guarantee that any Lot
described in any catalogue or advertisement will be
offered for sale nor that any description therein can
be relied upon as accurate. Any illustrations in
catalogues are for general identification only.
The Auctioneers will not be responsible for any costs
incurred by any person in reliance on the description
of a Lot in the catalogue an those attending the
auction will have no claim against the Auctioneers for
their costs should any advertised Lot not be offered
at that sale.

(iii)

12.
(I)

(ii)

(iii)
8.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

9.

REGISTRATION DOCUMENTS, ETC
The vendor must submit all vehicle registration
documents and any relevant MOT and/or test certificates to the Auctioneers no later than 5pm on the
day of the sale.
Following the sale of any vehicle, the Auctioneers
shall not pay over the sale proceeds to the vendor
until the vendor has given to the Auctioneers the
V5c/registration document for that vehicle, a signed
declaration that the V5c/registration document is lost
or a declaration of non-registration.
If the vendor fails to notify the Auctioneers prior to
the sale that the V5c/registration document has been
lost, then the Auctioneers reserve the right to apply
for a duplicate V5c on behalf of the purchaser and
charge the vendor the DVLA fee together with an
administration fee of £15 plus VAT.
INSURANCE:
An optional insurance cover against theft is available
to Vendors for lots whilst on the saleground during
the sale week from Monday 7 a.m. to Thursday 5
p.m. The premium shall be charged at the rate of 2%
of value and cover is subject to a £20 excess. To
implement the cover the declaration on the entry
form must be completed prior to delivery of lots to the
saleground.

(iv)

(v)

(vi)
10.

WITHDRAWAL OF A LOT
In all cases where a Lot once entered is not offered
for sale on the vendors instructions the Auctioneers
shall be indemnified by the vendor for all expenses
incurred in relation thereto and against all claims
from third parties that may arise.

11.
(I)

PRIVATE SALES
Any Lot included by the vendor on an entry form and
accepted by the Auctioneers onto the saleground to
be offered for sale must be offered for sale by auction and must not be sold privately before the sale for
which it was entered. The Auctioneers shall not be
liable for any breach by the vendor of this condition.
The Auctioneers’ consent is required for the private
sale of any Lot after the sale while it is on the saleground. That consent may be given on condition that
the sale is booked through the Auctioneers’ office
subject to these conditions and in particular that any
fee commission buyer’s premium charge or expense

(ii)

13.
(I)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
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due under the entry form or otherwise apply as
though that Lot had been sold by auction at a hammer price equal to the priced agreed for the private
sale.
Where a Lot is not sold at the sale and remains on
the saleground the Auctioneers reserve the right to
sell it privately at no less than any reserve price set
for it without further consultation with the vendor.
WARRANTY AND INSPECTION OF LOTS
The Auctioneers’ knowledge of the Lots is dependent
on information provided by the vendor who has
warranted as to its accuracy. The Auctioneer does
not carry out exhaustive due diligence on each Lot.
The information supplied is not a representation of
fact but a statement of opinion on the basis of the
evidence available to them. Bidders acknowledge
these points and accept responsibility for carrying out
inspections and investigations to satisfy themselves
as to the Lots in which they may be interested.
Where the vendor has declared any health and
safety issues regarding a Lot or the Auctioneers have
become aware of any such issues details of the
matter will be available to bidders at the Auctioneers
office on the saleground.
It will be for the bidders to satisfy themselves as to
health and safety matters. Bidders, including the
purchaser, acknowledge that Lots have generally
been used and are of an age and type which means
they are not in perfect condition. As such they may
not comply with current health and safety legislation
and may have faults not expressly referred to in the
catalogue or the other information that may be
available on individual Lots from the Auctioneers.
The purchaser must satisfy himself prior to bidding
for a Lot as to its condition and should exercise and
rely on his own judgement as to whether the Lot
accords with its description. The Auctioneers shall
have no liability for the accuracy of the description of
any Lot. Unless otherwise stated, no warranty is
given by the Auctioneers to the purchaser in respect
of any Lot and any express or implied conditions or
warranties are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to
check the Lot and ensure that its subsequent use is
compliant and that identified health and safety concerns are rectified.
If a Lot is described at the time of the sale as in
“working or running order” that Lot is understood to
have no defect which renders it incapable of the
reasonable work for which it is intended. Any Lot so
described must have a key, control box, PTO shaft,
starting handle, as appropriate.
A Lot including any electrical item will have been
inspected by an electrician. Where electrical equipment is sold without specific instructions for its use it
is the responsibility of the purchaser to seek independent advice as to its safe operation. The Auctioneers shall have no liability for the safe operation
of the item by the purchaser.
VEHICLES AND TRAILERS:
All express and implied conditions and warranties
relating to any vehicle are excluded so far as the law
allows.
Bidders are advised that if a vehicle is described as
unroadworthy it is illegal for it to be used on the road
in Great Britain unless it is put into roadworthy
condition.
Any reference to the year of a motor vehicle refers to
the year in which it was first registered in the United
Kingdom.
A person on becoming the purchaser of any vehicle
or trailer is forthwith responsible for complying with
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(v)
(vi)

all the legal requirements as to the roadworthiness
construction and use of such vehicle or trailer and
for obtaining all certificates permits or other
authorisations necessary before such vehicle or
trailer can be used on the road. If the vehicle or
trailer is not roadworthy it is the purchaser’s
responsibility to ensure its removal from the
saleground in a safe manner and if it is thereafter
to be used on the road to put it into roadworthy
condition.
The purchaser warrants that he has third party
liability insurance for his use of the vehicle or
trailer.
Following the sale of any vehicle the Auctioneers
shall not pay over the sale proceeds to theuntil the
vendor has given the Auctioneer the V5c registration book for that vehicle, a signed declaration that
the registration book is lot or a declaration of nonregistration or the purchaser confirms that he has
now obtained a V5c document for the vehicle.

(xiii)

16.
(I)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
14.

15.
(I)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

(xi)
(xii)

RESERVE PRICE
The vendor shall be entitled to place a reserve
price on any Lot prior to the sale being the minimum amount for which the Lot may be sold.
BIDDING
No person may bid without warranting their identity to the Auctioneers.
Any person intending to bid as an agent for a
potential purchaser must notify the Auctioneers in
advance of the sale and confirm the arrangements
for payment of the goods to the satisfaction of the
Auctioneers.
The Auctioneers may accept written instructions to
bid on behalf of any prospective purchaser but
with no liability in the case of any error arising out
of such instructions. Any instructions accepted
shall be at the risk of the prospective purchasers
who will be deemed to have viewed the Lot. The
Auctioneers accept no responsibility in connection
with the commissioning of their staff to bid for a
Lot. It is the responsibility of the bidder to ascertain if he has been successful.
The Auctioneers may at their discretion make
arrangements to receive bids over the telephone
or otherwise from prospective purchasers not
physically present at the sale. Where such a
facility is offered prospective purchasers wishing
to use it may register with the Auctioneers in
advance of the sale. The Auctioneers accept no
liability in relation to telecommunications facilities
and connections nor to the means by which such
prospective purchasers may seek to communicate
with the Auctioneers.
Bids shall be made exclusive of VAT and buyer’s
premium which may apply.
The Auctioneers may refuse to accept the bidding
of any person without giving any reason.
No vendor shall bid for any Lot that he has entered into the sale.
Where the Lot is offered for sale on the dissolution
of a partnership Clause 15(vii) does not apply.
The person who makes the highest bid acceptable
to the Auctioneers shall be the purchaser on the
fall of the hammer.
A bidder is deemed to have inspected any Lot for
which he is bidding and if successful in that
bidding agrees to take it with all faults and imperfections and to be responsible for ensuring its
subsequent compliance with the law.
The purchaser warrants that he is able to pay in
accordance with these conditions.
In the event of a dispute between two or more

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

17.
(i)

(ii)

18.

19.
(i)

(ii)
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bidders as to which is the purchaser the dispute
shall be settled at the absolute discretion of the
Auctioneers.
Transfers of purchases will only be recognised at
the sole discretion of the Auctioneers.
PAYMENT BY PURCHASERS:
Unless otherwise agreed with the Auctioneers the
purchaser shall pay the Auctioneers in full on the
day of the sale for the Lot purchased together with
any charges buyer’s premium or other payment
due under these conditions before removing that
Lot from the saleground.
That payment is to be by a means approved by
the Auctioneers.
Where the purchaser offers cash in settlement the
Auctioneers will not accept more than £7,500
(seven thousand five hundred pounds) for transactions at any one sale in order to comply with the
Money Laundering Regulations 2007.
Where a purchaser defaults on a payment the
Auctioneers reserve the right to re-sell the Lot and
to charge the purchaser for any expenses and
loss incurred by reason of the failure of the purchaser to complete his purchase and to retain nay
profit that may arise from the resale.
The Auctioneers reserve the right to charge the
purchaser interest on any payment outstanding
from five working days after the sale together with
any reasonable debt recovery charges such rates
and charges for all transactions to be those
prescribed for commercial debts by the Late
Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
as amended.
If the Auctioneers have paid the vendor the sale
proceeds due for a Lot before the purchaser has
paid the Auctioneers in full for the Lot then the
Auctioneers shall have a lien on the Lot until the
outstanding amount is paid by the purchaser to
the Auctioneers.
In the event of any sale by the purchaser of a Lot
before full payment has been made the purchaser
shall hold the proceeds of such sale on trust for
the Auctioneers to discharge the lien referred to at
Clause 16(vi).
RESPONSIBILITY OF LOTS
From the fall of the hammer for a Lot that Lot is
the liability of the purchaser who is responsible for
its safe use any damage to it and for complying
with all legal requirements.
The Auctioneers reserve the right to charge for
handling and storage of any Lot remaining on the
saleground longer than 8 days after the date of
sale notwithstanding Clause 17(i) above.
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

20.
(i)

BUYER’S PREMIUM:
Where the Auctioneers state before the sale in the
catalogue or special conditions a buyer’s premium
together with value added tax may be charged to
purchasers calculated on the basis of the hammer
price at the rate to be stated in that announcement.

(ii)

VAT:
Value Added Tax at the standard rate will be
charged on all lots except those marked by an
asterisk in the catalogue or otherwise announced
at the time of sale.
All lots sold on behalf of non registered vendors will
be sold under the VAT Auctioneers Margin
Scheme unless written instructions are given to
the contrary. Any registered vendor trading goods
under the General Margin Scheme and requiring

(iv)

(iii)

the goods to be sold under the Auctioneers
Scheme must enter such goods on a separate
form clearly stating that they are to be sold under
the respective schemes.
Where the vendor does not advise the Auctioneers of the appropriate rate of or status for
VAT of a Lot the Auctioneer will apply the rate or
status that appears appropriate from the information available to them and will not accept
liability for any errors.
The vendor agrees that the Auctioneers shall
issue a self billed invoice in respect of all Lots sold
and that the vendor will not raise his own VAT
invoice for the supply of such Lots.
The Auctioneers will add VAT at the appropriate
rate to the hammer price of a Lot.
Where the vendor does not advise the Auctioneers of the appropriate rate of or status for
VAT of a Lot the Auctioneer will apply the rate or
status that appears appropriate from the information available t them and will not accept liability
for any errors.
The Auctioneers require purchasers from countries in the European Union who are registered for
Value Added Tax to supply the Auctioneers with
their VAT number or equivalent fiscal number and
other relevant information so that the Lots purchased may be invoiced without VAT. Where this
information is not made available or where the
buyer is not VAT registered, VAT will be charged
at the appropriate UK rate in addition to the
hammer price of the Lot. This amount will not be
recoverable. It is the responsibility of such a
purchaser to ensure that he or his haulier completes and signs a “collection certificate” at the
Auctioneers’ office on collection of the Lot(s)
purchased and provides a copy of a landing
document, ferry receipt or equivalent so that the
Value Added Tax is not charged at the standard
UK rate and be irrecoverable.
Purchasers from countries outside the European
Union will be required to pay a VAT deposit
equivalent to the standard UK rate of VAT on the
Lot which will be refunded if within three months of
the sale the Auctioneers are supplied with a
satisfactory Bill of Loading or Certificate of Shipment as proof of shipment of the Lot outside the
European Union, failing which the VAT deposit will
be paid over to HMRC.
NOTIFICATION OF A DEFECTIVE LOT
Where a purchaser alleges a breach of any
warranty for a Lot, he shall notify the Auctioneers
in writing clearly stating details of the alleged
breach as soon as practicable and no later than
5pm on the Monday following the date of the sale
and in any event before the Lot is removed from
the United Kingdom.
No Lot shall be subject to the complaints procedure unless paid for and any such payment
subsequently stopped or dishonoured shall not
constitute payment.
The purchaser shall make the Lot available for
inspection in the United Kingdom by the vendor,
the Auctioneers and the duly appointed agents of
either within five working days following the day
on which the notification of the defective Lot is
received.
If there is a complaint against the Auctioneers it
will be handled under the complaints procedure
established by the Auctioneers to handle formal
complaints made against their business.
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(v)

If the complaint is against the vendor, the Auctioneers will notify the vendor of the alleged
breach as soon as reasonably practicable and in
the event of continuing disagreement any dispute
will be handled under Clause 2(v). The Auctioneers obligation to account to the vendor for the
sale shall be suspended until they are satisfied
that the dispute has been settled.

21.

RESALE DUE TO FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH
THESE CONDITIONS
Where a Lot has been sold to a purchaser who
then fails to comply with the conditions the Auctioneers may, without prejudice to any other rights
they may have, resell that Lot either by public
auction or private contract. If the price achieved
on resale is less than hammer price together with
expenses arising the deficit shall be due as a debt
from the original purchaser of the Lot.
The defaulter shall not be entitled to any part of
the proceeds which may arise by such a re-sale
which shall remain the property of the Auctioneers.
Expenses due from the defaulter shall be deemed
to include the Auctioneers’ commission on the resale and all other expenses that would be due on
a sale under these conditions.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

22.

AUCTIONEERS’ RIGHT TO ANNUL A SALE OF
A LOT
Before making payment to the vendor in the event
of any dispute or refusal to pay on the part of the
purchaser the Auctioneers may entirely at their
discretion annul and cancel the sale of such a Lot
or Lots.

23.

REMOVAL OF LOTS FROM THE SALE
GROUND:
No Lot whether sold or unsold may be removed
from the saleground without the written authority
of the Auctioneers. Passes for such removal must
be obtained from the Auctioneers’ offices and
each Lot will be checked out by the Auctioneers or
their duly authorise representative. The Auctioneers accept no liability for Lots while on the
saleground whether sold or unsold.
Any Lot which (without the express written consent of the Auctioneers) has not been collected
within six months from the day on which it was
sold or last offered for sale or such other period as
shall have been announced in the special conditions will be deemed to be abandoned. The
Auctioneers will then be entitled to dispose of
such an abandoned Lot at their unfettered discretion. For the avoidance of doubt, any monies
arising from such a disposal will be paid to and
retained by the Auctioneers.

(I)

(ii)

24.

APPLICABLE LAW:
These conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England and
Wales. All transactions to which these conditions
apply and all connected matters shall also be
governed by the law of England and Wales.

